This issue of our quarterly ‘Forthcoming Publications’ contains information about titles scheduled for publication in between January 2022 and March 2022.

*While the scope of our publications cover all of these areas, you will find that forthcoming titles from select subjects are not yet available. Be sure to check the next issue for titles in these areas.
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

State-building
South Sudan
*International Intervention and the Formation of a Fragmented State*
Sara de Simone, University of Trento, University of Naples “L’Orientale”

The rise and fall of the Southern Sudanese state explained through an in-depth and empirically grounded analysis of the intersection between externally supported state-building projects and the historical process of endogenous state formation.

READERSHIP: Researchers working on post-conflict intervention, state-building/formation, development aid in fragile contexts; students and post-graduate students in African history and development studies.

June 2022
Paperback (approx. 230 pp.)
ISBN 9789004511897
Price € 75 / US$ 91
E-ISBN 9789004511903
E-Price € 75 / US$ 91
African Social Studies Series, 46

A Village and Its NGOs
*Co-constructing NGO Presence in Rural Malawi*
Thomas McNamara, La Trobe University

This book explores NGO presence through detailing relationships, personhoods and meaning making in a collection of Northern Malawian fishing villages. Its key claim is that NGOs’ projects and resources have less impact on villagers’ lives than the symbols they emit and the ways they encourage re-imaging development and renegotiating intra-community obligations.

READERSHIP: This book’s primary audiences are academics and senior students in anthropology, development and African studies. It is particularly applicable for those interested in NGOs and donor-driven development.

May 2022
Paperback (approx. 160 pp.)
ISBN 9789004513518
Price € 59 / US$ 72
E-ISBN 9789004513525
E-Price € 59 / US$ 72
African Social Studies Series, 45

Across the Waves
*Strategies of Belonging in Indian Ocean Island Societies*
Edited by Iain Walker, Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology, and Marie-Aude Fouéré, École des hautes études en sciences sociales

This collection offers insights into how the people of the Indian Ocean islands of Zanzibar, Madagascar, Mauritius and the Comoros negotiate their social and political belonging in these societies, created through waves of migration across the ocean.

READERSHIP: Scholars at all levels, whether undergraduate or postgraduate students, or specialists in the theoretical or ethnographic areas covered. Particularly anthropology, but also history, political science, sociology and human geography.

April 2022
Paperback (approx. 232 pp.)
ISBN 9789004510098
Price € 75 / US$ 91
E-ISBN 9789004510104
E-Price € 63 / US$ 76
African Social Studies Series, 44
Memory and Presence of Female Saints in Ksar El Kebir (Morocco)
Oral Transmission and Written Tradition
Rachid el Hour, University of Salamanca, 
Manuela Marín, CISC

An original and relevant study on female sanctity in Morocco that relies both in oral and written hagiographical sources. Memory and Presence of Female Saints in Ksar El Kebir focuses on the local to reflect on the wider and very relevant phenomenon of religious devotion and women in Western Islam.

Historic Mosques in Sub-Saharan Africa
From Timbuktu to Zanzibar
Stéphane Pradines, Institute for the Study of Muslim Civilizations, Aga Khan University, London (AKU-ISMC)

This book is the first comprehensive synthesis on mosques in sub-Saharan Africa, bringing together sites from more than twenty states from sub-Saharan Africa; and more than 285 monuments, from the IXth to the XIXth centuries.

READERSHIP: Academic readers, students, professors and researchers on religiosity, Moroccan religious studies and cultural Studies, women studies, Sufism and oral tradition.
“A Community of Peoples”

_Studies on Society and Politics in the Bible and Ancient Near East in Honor of Daniel E. Fleming_

Edited by Mahri Leonard-Fleckman, Lauren A.S. Monroe, Michael J. Stahl and Dylan R. Johnson

A “Community of Peoples” draws together a diverse community of scholars to honor the career of Daniel E. Fleming. Through a diversity of methods and disciplines, each contributor attempts to touch a sliver of ancient Middle Eastern history.

READERSHIP: All interested in society, politics, and the history of the ancient Near East. Studies engage texts such as the Hebrew Bible, and material culture from the Old Babylonian to the Persian periods.

New Aramaic Papyri from Elephantine in Berlin

_James D. Moore_

James D. Moore edits previously unknown Aramaic papyri fragments, which belong to letters, contracts, and administrative texts and which come from the 1906–1908 German excavations of Elephantine Island in Egypt.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of Jews, Judeans, Arameans, Egyptians, and Persians from the middle of the first millennium BCE.

The Image of Mesopotamian Divine Healers

_Healing Goddesses and the Legitimization of Professional asûs in the Mesopotamian Medical Marketplace_

_Irene Sibbing-Plantholt_, Freie Universität Berlin

This book presents the first in-depth analysis of Mesopotamian healing goddesses and their relationship to asûs, “healers”. Through this, Sibbing-Plantholt provides unprecedented insight into the diverse Mesopotamian medical marketplace and how professional healers operating within it legitimized themselves.

READERSHIP: The primary readership of the book is ancient Near Eastern specialists, but it will also speak to students and specialists in the social history of medicine, history of science and medicine, medical anthropology, and history of religions.
Socio-economic Relations in Ptolemaic Pathyris
(2-vol. set)
*A Network Analytical Approach to a Bilingual Community*
Lena Tambs,
University of Helsinki

This book studies complex datasets extracted from 21 archives from the ancient Egyptian town of Pathyris (Gebelein) through a distinct network perspective, thereby mapping and analysing various social networks and behavioural patterns in this community from 186-88 BCE.

READERSHIP: In addition to Egyptologists and Papyrologists, the study will interest scholars of Ancient History, Classics and Assyriology, as well as the younger fields of Historical Network Research and Digital Humanities.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004500259
Price € 235 / US$ 282
*Probleme der Ägyptologie, 40*

Socio-economic Relations in Ptolemaic Pathyris
*Volume 2. A Network Analytical Approach to a Bilingual Community*
Lena Tambs,
University of Helsinki

This book studies complex datasets extracted from 21 archives from the ancient Egyptian town of Pathyris (Gebelein) through a distinct network perspective, thereby mapping and analysing various social networks and behavioural patterns in this community from 186-88 BCE.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004500280
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004512511
E-Price € 119 / US$ 143
*Probleme der Ägyptologie, 40.2*

Socio-economic Relations in Ptolemaic Pathyris
*Volume 1. A Network Analytical Approach to a Bilingual Community*
Lena Tambs,
University of Helsinki

This book studies complex datasets extracted from 21 archives from the ancient Egyptian town of Pathyris (Gebelein) through a distinct network perspective, thereby mapping and analysing various social networks and behavioural patterns in this community from 186-88 BCE.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004500273
Price € 142 / US$ 171
E-ISBN 9789004500266
E-Price € 142 / US$ 171
*Probleme der Ägyptologie, 40.1*
When Michelangelo Was Modern
Collecting, Patronage and the Art Market in Italy, 1450-1650
Edited by Inge Reist

This book presents case studies of collectors, patrons, and agents whose activities redefined collecting and the art market during a period when the status of the artist, rise of connoisseurship, and patterns of consumption established new models for collecting and display.

READERSHIP: Beyond its relevance to academic and curatorial audiences, this book will appeal to members of the general public interested in the relevance of art collecting to European and American cultural history.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 268 pp., 65 fc illus.)
ISBN 9789004460423
Price € 65 / US$ 78
E-ISBN 9789004513938
E-Price € 65 / US$ 78
Studies in the History of Collecting & Art Markets, 14

Chinese Contemporary Art in the Global Auction Market
Anita Archer, University of Melbourne

Chinese Contemporary Art in the Global Auction Market charts the rapid emergence of a multi-million-dollar global market for Chinese Contemporary art by revealing the strategic activities of art world agents in promoting the work of ‘avant-garde’ Chinese artists to a Western audience.

READERSHIP: Academics, postgraduates and undergraduates in Art Market studies, art history, art theory, visual art studies, art business, cultural studies, cultural sociology, cultural economics, Asian art studies.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 280 pp., 60 fc illus.)
ISBN 9789004510036
Price € 118 / US$ 142
E-ISBN 9789004510043
E-Price € 118 / US$ 142
Studies in the History of Collecting & Art Markets, 13

Athanasius Raczyński (1788-1874). Aristocrat, Diplomat, and Patron of the Arts
Michał Mencfel, University Poznan

This book covers the life and work of Count Athanasius Raczyński (1788-1874). It presents a man at once an aristocrat, a diplomat, a commentator on political life, and a connoisseur and art collector - in short a distinguished and complex 19th century figure.

READERSHIP: Academic libraries; specialist in the fields of history (mainly German and Polish history of the 19th century), art history (especially those focusing on German and Portuguese art), history of collections, and history of diplomacy.

May 2022
Hardback (xvi, 554 pp.)
ISBN 9789004508453
E-ISBN 9789004508453
E-Price OPEN ACCESS
READERSHIP: Art historical and cultural historical in approach, this book addresses scholars studying the art, history, and culture of the early modern Low Countries and Spain. Its discussions of immigration, artistic mobility, and cultural exchange.

Painting Flanders Abroad: Flemish Art and Artists in Seventeenth-Century Madrid traces how Flemish immigrant painters and imported Flemish paintings fundamentally transformed the development of Spanish taste, collecting, and art production in the Spanish “Golden Age.”

Painting Flanders Abroad
Flemish Art and Artists in Seventeenth-Century Madrid
Abigail D. Newman,
Rubenianum/Rubenshuis and Universiteit Antwerpen

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 345 pp., 116 fc illus.)
ISBN 9789004426290
Price € 65 / US$ 79
E-ISBN 9789004509672
E-Price € 65 / US$ 79
Studies in Netherlandish Art and Cultural History, 17

READERSHIP: Specialists, post-graduate students, institutes, libraries in the fields Art History, Media Studies, Food Studies, Plant Studies, Cultural History, Architecture, Literary Studies, among others.

The Mediality of Sugar Edited by Nadja Gernalzick, Universities of Mainz and Vienna, and Joseph Imorde, Weissensee School for Art and Design

Sugar makes itself seen, tasted, felt, and studied. As a mediator, sugar challenges approaches to artistic practices and material cultures in Art History, Architecture, Cultural Anthropology, Literary Studies, Anthropocene Studies, and Critical Plant Studies.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 310 pp, 121 fc illus.)
ISBN 9789004513228
Price € 124 / US$ 149
E-ISBN 9789004513686
E-Price € 124 / US$ 149
Studies in Art & Materiality, 5

READERSHIP: History of Japan, art historians, researches in visual culture and cultural studies; specialists in Japanese studies, East-Asian studies, animal studies, cultural aspects of animals, zoos, roadshows, wars, tourism etc.

The Curious Case of the Camel in Modern Japan
A Metonymy for Asia in the Modern Japanese Imagination and a Barometer of Colonialism, Orientalism, and Japan’s Position between Asia and Europe
Ayelet Zohar, Tel Aviv University

In The Curious Case of the Camel in Modern Japan, Ayelet Zohar addresses issues of Orientalism, colonialism, and exoticism in modern Japan, through images of camels – the epitome of Otherness, and a metonymy for Asia in the Japanese imagination.
**The Silk Road and Cultural Exchanges between East and West**  
*Rong Xinjiang*, Peking University

*The Silk Road and Cultural Exchanges Between East and West*, originally written in Chinese by Rong Xinjiang and now translated into English, provides insights into previously unresolved issues concerning the interactions among the societies, economies, religions and cultures of the “Western Regions”, and beyond, during the first millennium.

**Gods of Mount Tai**  
*Familiarity and the Material Culture of North China, 1000-2000*  
*Susan Naquin*, Princeton University

At the intersection of art and religious history, Susan Naquin’s richly illustrated history presents a fresh method for studying Chinese gods and sacred places as it tells the full story of Mount Tai and the premier female deity of North China.

**READERSHIP:** Universities, research institutes, libraries, historians, sinologists, political scientists, archaeologists, specialists in international relations, material culture, cultural studies, China studies, and Central Asian studies, and undergraduate/postgraduate students interested in the history of the Silk Road during the first millennium.

**READERSHIP:** Anyone interested in Asian religion and Chinese art. Historians of China, East Asia, and Early Modern Europe. University, higher education, research libraries in North America, Europe, and East Asia. World travellers.
Handbook of Divination and Prognostication in China

Part One: Introduction to the Field

Edited by Michael Lackner and Zhao Lu

The first book that systematically explores the manifold aspects of divination and prognostication in traditional and modern China.

READERSHIP: Sinologists, those interested in Chinese Studies; specialists of divination in the Ancient and Modern World; specialists in esotericism.

A Student's Dictionary of Classical and Medieval Chinese

Third Edition

Paul W. Kroll

This book is the long-desired Chinese – English reference work for all those reading texts dating from the Warring States period through the Tang dynasty, and beyond. Comprising 8,000+ characters, arranged alphabetically by Pinyin, with an index by “radical” and stroke-count, and various appendices.

READERSHIP: Any student and scholar of Classical Chinese.

An Atlas of the Tibetan Plateau

Michael Farmer

The Atlas shows for the first time the contemporary geography of the entire Tibetan Plateau, an area where major powers (China, India and Pakistan) meet in the highest landscape on earth, originally occupied by the unique, ancient Buddhist civilisation of Tibet.

READERSHIP: Tibetologists, geographers, those studying the history of Tibetan Buddhism.
**Buddhist Statecraft in East Asia**  
Edited by Stephanie Balkwill and James A. Benn

Case studies in the dynamic, contested, exciting, constant, and ever evolving relationship between Buddhism and the state across pre-modern East Asia.

**Mathematics and Physics in Classical Islam**  
*Comparative Perspectives in the History and the Philosophy of Science*  
Edited by Giovanna Lelli

This volume highlights the scientific advances and ruptures of classical Islam with respect to Hellenism, and the emergence of a new mathematical rationality and a new relationship between mathematics and physics, from a comparative synchronic and diachronic perspective.

**Michele Ruggieri’s Tianzhu shilu (The True Record of the Lord of Heaven, 1584)**  
Edited and Translated by Daniel Canaris

This pioneering work in Sino-Western exchange evinced sophisticated strategies to accommodate Christianity to the Chinese context. Featuring a critical edition of the Chinese and Latin texts, which are both translated into English for the first time. An introduction, biography, and rich annotations are provided to situate this text in its cultural and intellectual context.

**READERSHIP:** Researchers in the fields of Buddhist Studies, Religions Studies, and premodern history of East Asia. It may also be of interest to practitioners of Buddhism.

**READERSHIP:** All those interested in the history and the philosophy of mathematics and physics, in Arabic and Islamic studies, comparative studies, the Silk routes and world history.

**READERSHIP:** Early modern historians, Renaissance specialists, Sinologists, missionaries, historians of the Jesuit China mission.
Kazakh Muslims in the Red Army, 1939-1945
Allen J. Frank

Kazakh Muslims in the Red Army is the first study of the wartime experience of Soviet Kazakhs. Based on indigenous-language sources, it focuses on the wartime experiences of Kazakh conscripts and the home front as expressed in correspondence.

READERSHIP: Specialists and those interested in Central Eurasian and Islamic studies, as well as a larger readership interest in Second World War history.

The Imperial Creation of Ethnicity
Chinese Policies and the Ethnic Turn in Inner Mongolian Politics, 1900-1930
Liping Wang

Using Inner Mongolian cases, this book explains the attenuation of inter-ethnic solidarity in the critical period of Chinese imperial transformation (1900-1930). It engages the key issues related to imperial organization, elite politics, and ethnic relationship. The book will attract a large audience in comparative sociology, empire and ethnic studies.

READERSHIP: Scholars of late imperial and modern Chinese history, comparative historical sociology, as well as those interested in ethnicity, nationalism, imperial legacy, and state building.

Discovering Women’s Voices
The Lives of Modern Japanese Silk Mill Workers in Their Own Words
Sandra Schaal, University of Strasbourg

Discovering Women’s Voices offers a vivid account of the lives of modern textile operatives and challenges the assumption describing their history as merely one of exploitation.

READERSHIP: All interested in Japanese modern history, the textile industry, gender studies, and anyone concerned with work songs and oral history/life stories.
Ethnic Minorities in Socialist China: Development, Migration, Culture, and Identity

HAN Xiaorong, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

*Ethnic Minorities in Socialist China: Development, Migration, Culture, and Identity*, edited by Dr. Han Xiaorong and translated into English by Zeng Qiang, presents nine articles written by Chinese scholars about the transformation of China’s ethnic minority groups in the socialist era. Focusing on seven of the 55 ethnic minorities in China, the nine articles cover four major themes: development, migration, culture and identity. These case studies are based on both fieldwork and written sources, and most authors make connections between their case studies and relevant social scientific theories.

**Readership:** Academic libraries, social and political scientists, sinologists, ethnic and minority studies specialists, media studies specialists, post-graduate and undergraduate students in China and East Asian studies, government officials, and general readers interested in minority groups in China.

July 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004515185
Price € 171 / US$ 206
E-ISBN 9789004515192
E-Price € 171 / US$ 206

*Rethinking Socialism and Reform in China, 6*

The Market and the Oikos, Vol. II

*The Peasant and the Nomad in History*

Hans Derks

*The Market and the Oikos* analyses from a global perspective the relationships between markets and households, families and states (Vol. I) to towns versus country sides, the focus of this second volume, proceeding from early history to contemporary China.

**Readership:** Historians, social and political scientists, institutions, and students interested in global interdisciplinary studies.

March 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004513754
Price € 187 / US$ 225
E-ISBN 9789004513761
E-Price € 187 / US$ 225

*Ideas, History, and Modern China, 27*
La Cité du Logos: L’ecclesiologie de Clément d’Alexandrie et son enracinement christologique
Léon-Ferdinand Karuhije, Grand-Séminaire de Namur

This work highlights the richness of the ecclesiological discourse of Clement of Alexandria (150-215 AD) as well as his perception of Christian identity at a time when it is still under construction.

READERSHIP: This book is intended for institutions and researchers specializing in the theological, historical and sociological studies of early Christianity.

Vetusa Testamentum, Supplements, 191
June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004513730
Price € 98 / US$ 118
E-ISBN 9789004513747
E-Price € 98 / US$ 118

The Rhetorical Use of Numbers in the Deuteronomistic History
“Saul Has Killed His Thousands, David His Tens of Thousands”
Denise C. Flanders, Taylor University

This volume demonstrates that troop and casualty numbers in Joshua–2 Kings often work in surprising ways—to qualify an ostensibly successful victory, to undermine the glory of a leader, to connect two seemingly disparate narratives, to anticipate a ruler’s downfall.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to undergraduate and graduate students and their institutions, seminars, academic libraries, and specialists and practitioners in biblical studies.

Vetusa Testamentum, Supplements, 173
May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004505353
Price € 179 / US$ 215
E-ISBN 9789004505346
E-Price € 179 / US$ 215

The Rhetorical Design of Isaiah 40-48/55
Zion’s Incomparable Saviour and His Servants
Pieter van der Lugt

This book analyzes the ‘strophic’ structure of the poems in Isaiah 40-48 and discusses the consequence of this approach for their interpretation. Among other things, the author takes a critical stand as to the ‘redaktionsgeschichtliche’ approach of the poems concerned.

READERSHIP: Theologians and Biblical scholars interested in the exegesis an interpretation of the TeNaCh.

Old Testament Studies, Supplements, 82
June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004513976
Price € 220 / US$ 265
E-ISBN 9789004514768
E-Price € 220 / US$ 265
READERSHIP: This work is written for a scholarly audience whose interests lie in the linguistic analysis of the New Testament as well as the critical study of the book of Acts.

By applying a linguistic stylistic analysis, this study argues that Luke’s construal of the Jerusalem Council in Acts 15 and its related passages attempt to subvert a tradition within Second Temple Jewish literature that threatened the unity of multi-ethnic churches.

New papyrological sources from Egypt shed light on where and how Manichaeism mattered to ancient individuals in their everyday life, thereby opening up new perspectives on religious change in late antiquity.

This volume explores conversion experience in the ancient Mediterranean with attention to early Judaism, early Christianity, and philosophy in the Roman empire from an interdisciplinary perspective.

READERSHIP: Scholars interested in Manichaean Studies, the History of religion, religious change in Late Antiquity, the art and archaeology of fourth-century Egypt, and the application of social-scientific theories to the ancient world.

READERSHIP: Scholars and teachers of biblical studies, classics, ancient philosophy and hermeneutics. Academic libraries, especially those connected with schools of theology/divinity and classics.
Written for Us
Paul's Interpretation of Scripture and the History of Midrash
Yael Fisch,
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

This volume is a study in ancient scriptural hermeneutics, that promotes new ways to think about Paul’s interpretation of scripture and rabbinic midrash together and for the benefit of both. It analyses exegetical techniques that both Paul and the Tannaim use and opens new perspectives on how they conceive of scripture and its ideal readers.


An Illustrated Speculum Humanae Salvationis
Green Collection Ms 000321
Melinda Nielsen,
Baylor University, Waco, TX

Speculum Humanae Salvationis was one of the most popular works of medieval scriptural exegesis. It appears here for the first time in a full transcription and English translation, including an apparatus of biblical references and notes on the visual iconography.

READERSHIP: Academics and clerics interested in biblical interpretation, art history, and medieval homiletics.

Why Jephthah’s Daughter Weeps
A Child-Oriented Interpretation
Margaret Murray Talbot,
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary

Why does Jephthah’s daughter weep? This new child-oriented reading reveals that a complex mix of emotional, familial, socio-cultural, and sexual consequences of menarche and menstruation lies behind her tears. There’s more blood flowing in this Judges story than you’ve likely imagined!

READERSHIP: Academic (seminary and university) libraries; biblical scholars (Hebrew Bible); faculty, graduate, and advanced undergraduate students in biblical studies and religion.
The Textual History of the Bible from the Dead Sea Scrolls to the Biblical Manuscripts of the Vienna Papyrus Collection

Proceedings of the Fifteenth International Symposium of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Associated Literature, Cosponsored by the University of Vienna Institute for Jewish Studies and the Schechter Institute of Jewish Studies

Edited by Ruth A. Clements, Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Associated Literature, Russell E. Fuller, University of San Diego, Armin Lange, University of Vienna, Paul Mandel, Schechter Institute of Jewish Studies in Jerusalem

Biblical manuscripts from the Dead Sea and the Cairo Genizah have added immeasurably to our knowledge of the textual history of the Hebrew Bible. The papers collected in this volume compare the evidence of the biblical DSS with manuscripts from the Vienna Papyrus Collection, connected with the Cairo Genizah, as well as late ancient evidence from diverse contexts. The resulting picture is one of a dialectic between textual plurality and fixity: the eventual dominance of the consonantal Masoretic Text over the textual plurality of the Second Temple period, and the secondary diversification of that standardized text through scribal activity.

READERSHIP: All scholars of the Dead Sea Scrolls, of biblical textual criticism (Hebrew Bible, Septuagint, Vulgate), of medieval biblical manuscripts, of the history of biblical interpretation.
Printing Anglo-Saxon from Parker to Hickes and Wanley
*With A Catalogue of Early Printed Books containing Anglo-Saxon 1566–1705*

**Peter J. Lucas,** University of Cambridge (ASNC)

Who were the leading promoters of printing Anglo-Saxon in the Renaissance and why? In what manuscripts did Old English scholars find their print-design models? This book traces the history of printing Anglo-Saxon in its cultural context alongside developments in scholarship.


---

Books and Prints at the Heart of the Catholic Reformation in the Low Countries (16th – 17th centuries)

**Renaud Adam,** Arenberg Auctions, Brussels, **Rosa De Marco,** University of Lorraine, and **Malcolm Walsby,** Enssib Lyon

Twelve contributors offer new perspectives on the efficacy of the handpress book industry to support the Catholic strategy of the Spanish Low Countries.

**READERSHIP:** It will appeal to anyone interested in book production, prints and images, trade and circulation, printmaking, princely power, Catholicism, and reading practices in the early modern Low Countries.

---

A History and Catalogue of the Lindsay Library, 1570–1792

*The Story of ‘Some bonie little bookes’*

**Kelsey Jackson Williams,** University of Stirling, **Jane Stevenson,** University of Oxford, and **William Zachs,** University of Edinburgh

This is the first study of Jacobean Scotland’s largest library: the collection assembled over several generations by the Lindsays of Balcarres.

**READERSHIP:** Academics, postgraduates, librarians, and collectors interested in the history of the book in Scotland and the evolution of print culture in northern Europe.

---

September 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004516977
Price € 185 / US$ 222
E-ISBN 9789004516397
E-Price € 185 / US$ 222

*Library of the Written Word - The Handpress World, 105*

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004504370
Price € 125 / US$ 151
E-ISBN 9789004510159
E-Price € 125 / US$ 151

*Library of the Written Word - The Handpress World, 104*

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004503779
Price € 169 / US$ 204
E-ISBN 9789004503793
E-Price € 169 / US$ 204

*Library of the Written Word - The Handpress World, 103*
Hesiod and the Beginnings of Greek Philosophy
Edited by Leopoldo Iribarren, Ecole de hautes études en sciences sociales, Paris, and Hugo Koning, Leiden University

This fascinating volume rethinks the relationship between early Greek philosophers and the epic poet Hesiod, by presenting fifteen studies that offer different perspectives on matters of style, genre, intertextuality and the history of ideas.

READERSHIP: Classicists with an interest in archaic poetry and philosophy, philosophers, scholars interested in reception studies and/or the history of ideas, academic libraries.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004513914
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004513921
E-Price € 119 / US$ 143
Mnemosyne, Supplements, 455

From Homer to Solon
Continuity and Change in Archaic Greece
Edited by Johannes C. Bernhardt, Baden State Museum, and Mirko Canevaro, The University of Edinburgh

Under the headings “Approaching Early-Archaic Greece,” “Citizens and Citizen-States”, and “Leaders and Reformers” the volume offers a wide range of studies that circle around the central problem of continuity and change in Archaic Greece.

READERSHIP: Institutes, libraries, specialists, students of Classics, Ancient History, Archaeology.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004513624
Price € 144 / US$ 174
E-ISBN 9789004513631
E-Price € 144 / US$ 174
Mnemosyne, Supplements / Mnemosyne, Supplements, History and Archaeology of Classical Antiquity, 454

Leadership and Initiative in Late Republican and Early Imperial Rome
Edited by Roman M. Frolov, P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State University, and Christopher Burden-Strevens, The University of Kent at Canterbury

This volume breaks new ground by exploring how the political actors of different formal statuses, age, and gender were able to “take the lead” in ancient Rome through initiating communication, proposing new solutions, and prompting others to act.

READERSHIP: This collection will be of interest to all students and specialists in the politics of Late Republican and Early Imperial Rome, especially those interested in innovative, sub-elite and/or non-male approaches to the period.

February 2022
Hardback (xvi, 538 pp.)
ISBN 9789004511392
Price € 146 / US$ 176
E-ISBN 9789004511408
E-Price € 146 / US$ 176
Mnemosyne, Supplements, History and Archaeology of Classical Antiquity, 453
This monograph examines the literary representation of encounters between the living and the dead in Homer and the Roman epic poets of the early imperial period. Die vorliegende Monographie untersucht die literarische Gestaltung von Begegnungen zwischen Lebenden und Toten bei Homer und den römischen Epikern der frühen Kaiserzeit.

READERSHIP: All those interested in Greco-Roman ideas of the afterlife, early imperial literature, ancient epic poetry, and forms of intertextuality.

On Simples is the most intriguing pharmaceutical work from the Greco-Roman world, providing evidence about ancient medicine and the lost work of earlier pharmacists. Is it perhaps by the famous Dioscorides? This is the work’s first-ever translation into English.

READERSHIP: Institutes, Academic libraries, specialists, post-graduate students, those interested in the history of medicine, practitioners of herbal medicine.

This book is one of the deepest and most up-to-date treatments of the subject of sexual violence, with a focus on rape in Classical Myth and its reception from Antiquity to our days.

READERSHIP: This book would be of immediate relevance for a various and diverse readership: from classicists to specialists in Humanities’ and Social Science's subfields; from scholars to teachers, students, and lay readers.
Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker

*IV. Biography and Antiquarian Literature, E. Paradoxography and Antiquities. Fasc. 2: Paradoxographers of the Imperial Period and Undated Authors [Nos. 1667-1693]*

Edited by Stefan Schorn

**READERSHIP:** This volume offers new editions of Greek paradoxography and related texts with English translation and extensive commentaries.

---

Early Latin Poetry

*Jackie Elliott,* University of Colorado Boulder

This study offers an introduction to the fragmentary record of early Roman poetry. In focus are the contexts, practitioners, and reception of early Roman drama (excluding comedy), epic, and satire, along with the challenges which our evidence for these entails.

**READERSHIP:** Those interested in the origins of Latin literature (or of literatures more broadly); those seeking an introduction to the challenges of this particular fragmentary field.

---

Ovid in China

*Translation, Reception, and Comparison*

Edited by Thomas J. Sienkewicz, Monmouth College, and Jinyu Liu, DePauw University

This collection of essays, unquestionably a first of its kind, examines the challenges of translating Ovid into Chinese and the emerging role Ovid's poetry has played in Chinese culture, including material culture and comparative studies in a wide international context.

**READERSHIP:** The book is intended for a wide audience, including those interested in Ovid, Latin Literature, reception of Ovid's poetry in a non-Western context, cross-cultural translation, and comparative studies.

---

May 2022

Hardback

ISBN 9789004472679

Price € 255 / US$ 293

*Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker*

---

May 2022

Paperback

ISBN 9789004518261

Price € 70 / US$ 84

E-ISBN 9789004518278

E-Price € 70 / US$ 84

*Brill Research Perspectives in Humanities and Social Sciences / Brill Research Perspectives in Classical Poetry*

---

June 2022

Hardback

ISBN 9789004467279

Price € 149 / US$ 179

E-ISBN 9789004467286

E-Price € 149 / US$ 179

*Metaforms, 22*
Plutarch’s Unexpected Silences
*Suppression and Selection in the Lives and Moralia*

Edited by Jeffrey Beneker, Craig Cooper, Noreen Humble, and Frances B. Titchener

This book examines passages in Plutarch’s works that foil expectations and whose silence invites closer examination. The contributors question omissions of authors, works, people, and places, and they examine Plutarch’s reticence to comment where he usually would.

**READERSHIP:** University libraries, classicists, ancient historians, specialists in Plutarch, specialists in life-writing, including postgraduates in all these fields.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004514249
Price € 140 / US$ 169
E-ISBN 9789004514256
E-Price € 140 / US$ 169
Brill’s Plutarch Studies, 10

The Emperor’s Qualities and Virtues in the Inscriptions from Augustus to the Beginning of Constantine’s Reign: “Mirrors for prince”

Edited by Anne Gangloff, Université Rennes 2

This book focuses on the qualities, virtues, role and position of the emperor in the Roman world, as expressed in Greek and Latin inscriptions from Augustus to the beginning of Constantine’s reign.

**READERSHIP:** This anthology will be of interest for scholars, researchers and advanced graduate students dealing with Roman history in general and Roman political thought as well as some ideological aspects of the Principate in particular.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004515086
Price € 124 / US$ 149
E-ISBN 9789004515093
E-Price € 124 / US$ 149
Impact of Empire, 42

The Intellectual Climate of Cassius Dio
*Greek and Roman Pasts*

Edited by Adam Kemezis, University of Alberta, Colin Bailey, MacEwan University, and Beatrice Poletti, Queen’s University

This volume addresses the intellectual and political contexts that produced Cassius Dio’s (c. 160–c. 230 CE) massive and indispensable synthesis of Roman history. Contributors examine the literary influences, cultural identity and political ideologies of this much read but enigmatic author.

**READERSHIP:** Post-graduate scholars and undergraduate scholars of ancient Roman historiography and society, Greek and Roman literature and culture, and ancient political theory, Academic librarians.

April 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004510487
Price € 145 / US$ 174
E-ISBN 9789004510517
E-Price € 145 / US$ 174
Historiography of Rome and Its Empire, 14
The VaKE Handbook

Theory and Practice of Values and Knowledge Education

Sieglinde Weyringer, AVaKE Association for Values and Knowledge Education, Jean-Luc Patry, Paris-Lodron University of Salzburg; AVaKE Association for Values and Knowledge Education, Dimitris Pnevmatikos, University of Western Macedonia, and Frédérique Brossard Børhaug, VID Specialized University

“Values without knowledge are blind, while knowledge without values is irresponsible.” This principle underlines the motivation to write this book. It presents VaKE, Values and Knowledge Education, a theoretical model based on constructivist learning theories, and many examples for its practical implementation in diverse educational fields. Thanks to its extensive theoretical foundation, the model opens up almost unlimited possibilities to tailor the course to the needs of the participants and to the dynamics of a process.

READERSHIP: All interested and involved in education and training - for theoretical discussion, research projects and practical implementation and / or for guidance.

The justification of ethical values is attributed a general importance for the development of personality as well as for the thriving and flourishing living with each other in a society. School education aims at providing respective knowledge. However, this knowledge is separated from the subject matters, whereas for its application in daily life both – knowledge on facts as well as on values – are necessary and indispensable for evaluation, assessment and decision making.
Counter-narratives of Muslim American Women

Creating Space for MusCrit

Ali Noor, Northeastern University

This book is a poignant exploration of the lived realities of an often misrepresented group. It makes real for its readers the burden of racialized demonization carried by the innocent.

READERSHIP: Scholars and professionals from CRT, Education, Curriculum Theory & Practice, Social Justice, DEI with interest in acculturation, marginalization, transformative education, intersectionality, microaggressions.

Doing Rebellious Research

In and beyond the Academy

Pamela Burnard, Elizabeth Mackinlay, David Rousell, and Tatjana Dragovic

Bringing together an extraordinary range of international scholars and practitioners that include contemporary visual artists, poets, choreographers, activists, film-makers, theatre-makers, magicians, and circus artists, the contributors situate their rebellious practices of knowledge production and upheaval in the academy and in society.

READERSHIP: This book embraces a zeitgeist of discontent with traditional discourses on how research is understood, and how it is communicated and therefore offers new, experimental and creative ways to do research.

School Leaders’ Sensemaking and Sensegiving

Judith M. Norris, Australian Catholic University

In this book, Judith Norris presents a theoretical model that demonstrates a new approach to understanding how school leaders respond to conflicting expectations and demands.

READERSHIP: Those interested in the theoretical and application of educational leadership in various international contexts.
Students Learning in Communities

*Ideas and Practices from the U.S.A., India, Russia, and China*

**Eija Kimonen**, University of Jyväskylä, and **Raimo Nevalainen**, University of Jyväskylä

This book offers a comprehensive picture of community-based learning in education and demonstrates how teachers can make learning more functional and holistic so that students can work in new situations within their complex worlds. School-specific descriptions reveal how teachers and students implemented community-based projects at different times.

**READERSHIP:** Anyone interested in the theory and practice of community-based learning, and those concerned with the changes in school–community relationships in the U.S.A., India, Russia, and China at different times.

Comparative Education

*A Field in Discussion*

**David A. Turner**, University of South Wales

*Comparative Education: A Field in Discussion* is a personal reflection on the field of comparative education from the perspective of one scholar who has been active in the field since the 1980s.

**READERSHIP:** Postgraduate students and researchers in the field of comparative and international education.

Teacher Acculturation

*Stories of Pathways to Teaching*

**Edward R. Howe**, Thompson Rivers University

*Teacher Acculturation* provides rich description of lived experiences of novice teachers from the 1950s through present day. The thought-provoking stories provide a springboard for critical discussions about gender/sexuality, culture/race/ethnicity, Indigenous perspectives, SES/class/religion, and the challenges facing teachers in different contexts.

**READERSHIP:** Teacher Acculturation will be of interest to self-study researchers, teacher educators, teacher candidates, graduate students, classroom teachers and to anyone interested in the fascinating lives of teachers.
Higher Education in Ethiopia
Themes and Issues from an African Perspective
Wondwosen Tamrat, St. Mary’s University

This book examines the Ethiopian higher education sector through an exploration of its various dimensions, challenges and prospects. Albeit one of the largest systems in the continent, the sector has received little research attention in the past. The book bridges this gap by marshalling a variety of current themes and issues with their wider implications for continental and global higher education.

READERSHIP: While the book can attract general readers, it is of significant interest to researchers, academics and post-graduate students of higher education in Africa and beyond.

March 2022
Hardback (approx. 192 pp.)
ISBN 9789004513471
Price € 100 / US$ 120
PB-ISBN 9789004513464
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004513488
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120
Global Perspectives on Higher Education, 52

Higher Education in the Face of a Global Pandemic
Emnet Tadesse Woldegiorgis, Ali Mazrui Centre for Higher Education Studies at the University of Johannesburg, Petronella Jonck, North-West University

The book reflects on the extent to which the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic influenced the education system in Africa, notably South Africa. The advent of the pandemic has brought a new context to the challenges of access, deepening the precarious position of African higher education systems. The book discusses the challenges created or further entrenched by COVID-19 and how the typology of inequality across the differentiated institutions impacted the management of education delivery during COVID-19.

READERSHIP: This volume is interesting for academics working in Higher Educational Institutions and Research Centres in Africa and beyond as well as for post-graduate students interested in e-learning and the impact of COVID on student’s learning perceptions.

March 2022
Hardback (xxiv, 206 pp.)
ISBN 9789004514454
Price € 110 / US$ 132
PB-ISBN 9789004514447
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004514461
E-Price € 110 / US$ 132
African Higher Education: Developments and Perspectives, 12
Festivities, Ceremonies, and Rituals in the Lands of the Bohemian Crown in the Late Middle Ages
František Šmahel, Martin Nodl, Václav Žůrek, Centre for Medieval Studies, Institute of Philosophy, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic

This book deals with various examples and aspects of rituals and ceremonies in the late medieval Bohemian lands. The individual contributions explore particular rituals (coronation, wedding, funeral) or environments (cities, nobility, court, church).

READERSHIP: All interested in the medieval history of the Central Europe, especially Bohemian Lands and anyone concerned medieval history and rituals in general; research libraries, academics and students.

The Chronicle of Halych-Volhynia and Historical Collections in Medieval Rus’
Adrian Jusupović, Tadeusz Manteuffel Institute of History, Polish Academy of Sciences

This book investigates the chronological and narrative structure at work in the Chronicle of Halych-Volhynia, in order to answer a broader question: was the Chronicle part of a curated historical collection to create a new historiographical entity in medieval Rus’?

READERSHIP: The book will contribute to a deeper knowledge of textual criticism, cultural studies, diplomacy, the chronology of Rus’ian sources, literary culture, and philology, along with several other aspects of cultural history.

Women in the Piast Dynasty
Festivities, Ceremonies, and Rituals in the Lands of the Bohemian Crown in the Late Middle Ages
Grzegorz Pac, University of Warsaw

This is the first comprehensive study of the role of women in the Polish Piast dynasty from 965 until c.1144, comparing them with female members of other contemporary medieval dynasties.

READERSHIP: This volume targets a readership of medieval historians, gender studies scholars, and students of those areas.
Work Point System in Rural China
Yingwei Huang

The Chinese work point system was a series of labor organization rules and regulations used for the calculation of the amount and quality of labor and for determining the form of labor organization. The history of the work point system is thus the history of China's agricultural collectivization. In this book we analyse how these work points were allotted, how they provided, or impaired, labor incentives, and if they leave open the possibility for income mobility.

READERSHIP: This volume is of interest to sinologists, historians, and sociologists.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 345 pp.)
ISBN 9789004346765
Price € 176 / US$ 212
E-ISBN 9789004513082
E-Price € 176 / US$ 212
Global Economic History Series / The Quantitative Economic History of China, 19/6

Land and Labor Tax in Imperial Qing China (1644-1912)
Guo Yongqin, Guangdong University of Foreign Studies

In this volume Guo Yongqin provides an overview of land and labor taxes in Imperial Qing China (1644-1912). The previously unpublished fiscal sources and detailed introduction will be a valuable for resource on how the standardized tax system performed and affected the Qing regime.

READERSHIP: Researchers interested in Chinese economic and social history, and fiscal history.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 244 pp.)
ISBN 9789004345836
Price € 160 / US$ 192
E-ISBN 9789004512948
E-Price € 160 / US$ 192
Global Economic History Series / The Quantitative Economic History of China, 18/5
Art, Architecture, and the Moving Viewer, c. 300-1500 CE
*Unfolding Narratives*
Edited by Gillian B. Elliott, George Washington University, and Anne Heath, Hope College, Michigan

These essays address how narratives unfolded in time and space when a body or object moved through premodern architectural or natural environments. Such narratives encompass interpretations of topography, change in built environments over time, and spaces for public assembly.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to universities, academic libraries, medieval organizations, students and specialists in medieval art/architecture, cultural anthropology, sociology, global architecture, religious studies, literature, and performance art.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 368 pp.)
ISBN 9789004506961
Price € 154 / US$ 185
E-ISBN 9789004510555
E-Price € 154 / US$ 185
*Art and Material Culture in Medieval and Renaissance Europe, 18*

VII-3A Ordinis septimi tomus tertius pars A
*Paraphrasis in Evangeliwm secundum Ioannem*
Edited by Jan Bloemendal

An edition of Erasmus's commentary in the form of a paraphrase on the Gospel of John, containing the Latin text with apparatus criticus, and English introduction and commentary.


April 2022
Hardback (approx. 620 pp., 2 illus.)
ISBN 9789004506763
Price: € 145 / US$ 174
*Opera Omnia Desiderii Erasmi – Erasmus, Opera Omnia, VII-3A*

A Companion to Medieval Pisa
Karen Rose Mathews, University of Miami, Silvia Orvietani Busch, CMRS-Center for Early Global Studies, University of California, Los Angeles, and Stefano Bruni, University of Ferrara

This volume comprises a multidisciplinary study of Pisa's socio-economic, cultural, and political history, art history, and archaeology at the time of the city's greatest fame and prosperity during the transformative period of the Middle Ages.

READERSHIP: Scholars, students, and anyone interested in medieval urban history, Italy in the Middle Ages, and the legacy of medieval urban development today.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 650 pp.)
ISBN 9789004382589
Price € 220 / US$ 264
E-ISBN 9789004512719
E-Price € 220 / US$ 264
*Brill’s Companions to European History, 28*
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

Making Physicians
*Tradition, Teaching, and Trials at Leiden University, 1575-1639*
Evan R. Ragland, University of Notre Dame

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 440 pp.)
ISBN 9789004465114
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004515727
E-Price € 119 / US$ 143
Clio Medica, 106

Michelangelo on Parnassus
*The Reception of the Poems Among Writers*
Gandolfo Cascio, Utrecht University

February 2022
Hardback (approx. 245 pp.)
ISBN 9789004503519
Price € 115 / US$ 138
E-ISBN 9789004510258
E-Price € 115 / US$ 138

The Hamburg Marine Insurance, 1736–1859
Markus A. Denzel, University of Leipzig

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 360 pp.)
ISBN 9789004345294
Price € 119 / US$ 144
E-ISBN 9789004510265
E-Price € 119 / US$ 144
*Brill's Studies in Maritime History*, 12

READERSHIP: This book will appeal to economic historians, especially those interested in the history of commerce and its institutions, and more specifically to maritime historians.

READERSHIP: The book is intended for scholars and postgraduate students in Reception Studies, Comparative literature, Renaissance Studies, Literature History, and Poetry.

READERSHIP: Academic libraries, institutes, specialist historians, graduate and undergraduate students, history of medicine, history of science, history of universities, physicians with an interest in the history of medicine.

Making Physicians displays the pedagogical practices that formed students into physicians, debunking longstanding myths by showing how much anatomy, sense experience, and materials mattered to Galenic medicine. Humanist book learning combined with hands-on training with medicines and exploring bodies, both living and dead.

Based on the analysis of Hamburg’s marine insurance premiums for more than 120 years, this book shows that the premiums’ long-term decline has been a consequence of both the restoration of security on the high seas after 1815 and the elimination of piracy around 1830.

Making Physicians displays the pedagogical practices that formed students into physicians, debunking longstanding myths by showing how much anatomy, sense experience, and materials mattered to Galenic medicine. Humanist book learning combined with hands-on training with medicines and exploring bodies, both living and dead.

Based on the analysis of Hamburg’s marine insurance premiums for more than 120 years, this book shows that the premiums’ long-term decline has been a consequence of both the restoration of security on the high seas after 1815 and the elimination of piracy around 1830.

Making Physicians displays the pedagogical practices that formed students into physicians, debunking longstanding myths by showing how much anatomy, sense experience, and materials mattered to Galenic medicine. Humanist book learning combined with hands-on training with medicines and exploring bodies, both living and dead.

Based on the analysis of Hamburg’s marine insurance premiums for more than 120 years, this book shows that the premiums’ long-term decline has been a consequence of both the restoration of security on the high seas after 1815 and the elimination of piracy around 1830.
This book aims at bringing together and providing all the information which was available to early Irish writers from Columbanus (6th century) onwards as far as the greater commentators (Sedulius Scottus, Scottus Eriugena) about 850.

READERSHIP: All interested in the Bible in the early Irish Church and its influence on and connection with Latin and vernacular Irish literature.

February 2022
Hardback (approx. 320 pp.)
ISBN 9789004425446
Price € 134 / US$ 161
E-ISBN 9789004512139
E-Price € 134 / US$ 161
Commentaria, 13


A multi-disciplinary study of experiences of encountering strangeness and being constructed as strange in medieval western Europe, demonstrating the importance of scholarship engaging with a range of evidence types and lived experiences.

READERSHIP: Specialist scholars studying medieval and early renaissance European societies in specific disciplines (history, archaeology, linguistics, literary studies), and scholars and students of migration and communication.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 320 pp.)
ISBN 9789004425491
Price € 133 / US$ 160
E-ISBN 9789004511910
E-Price € 133 / US$ 160
Explorations in Medieval Culture, 21

This book explores the careers of Dutch colonial governors in the 17th century with a focus on two case-studies: Johan Maurits van Nassau-Siegen, governor of Dutch Brazil (1636-1644) and Rijckloff Volckertsz van Goens, Governor-General in Batavia in the 1670s.

READERSHIP: Scholars working on the seventeenth-century colonialism in general and the Dutch companies specifically. The book addresses mechanisms of career-making and would be interesting for comparative purposes.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 310 pp.)
ISBN 9789004513266
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004513280
E-Price € 110 / US$ 132
European Expansion and Indigenous Response, 38
Humanism, Universities, and Jesuit Education in Late Renaissance Italy
Paul F. Grendler

An authoritative account of the intellectual and educational history of the late Italian Renaissance. Twenty essays on major themes, institutions, and persons of the Italian Renaissance by one of its most distinguished living historians.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in the Italian Renaissance, humanism, the history of education, universities, and the Jesuits.

A History of Military Morals
Killing the Innocent
Brian Smith, Nazarbayev University

This historiography demonstrates how theorists have rationalized killing the innocent in war. It shows how moral arguments about killing the innocent respond to material conditions, and it explains how we have arrived at the post-World War II convention.

READERSHIP: Libraries, institutes, specialists, and students interested in military history, intellectual history, history of ideas, political theory, and international relations.

Private Enterprise and the China Trade
Merchants and Markets in Europe, 1700–1750
Meike von Brescius

This book examines the European commercial landscape of the early China trade c.1700–1750. It studies the making of expanding markets for Chinese consumer goods in Europe by exploring the private networks and interloping activities of British-born East India Company traders.

READERSHIP: All interested in the East India Companies, long-distance trade, wholesale markets, merchant networks and practices, interlopers, and China-Europe relations in the early modern period.
This book explores how ocean governance expert Elisabeth Mann Borgese (1918–2002) spent decades fighting to promote her radical vision of a just ocean order in the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to historians of international law, ideas, science, and governance, but also to legal scholars interested in international law and in the history of the Law of the Sea.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 280 pp.)
ISBN 9789004503304
Price € 105 / US$ 126
E-ISBN 9789004511446
E-Price OPEN ACCESS
Legal History Library / Studies in the History of International Law, 59/23
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

This collection presents new narratives on the emergence of intellectual property rights in the law of nations during the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century. The collection reveals the extent to which various forms of intellectual property protection eventually shaped contemporary international law.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to scholars of history of international law; legal historians, general historians and intellectual property scholars. The book is also a useful reading list material for students conducting research in global history.

May 2022
Hardback (approx 420 pp.)
ISBN 9789004439818
Price € 129 / US$ 155
E-ISBN 9789004511439
E-Price € 129 / US$ 155
Legal History Library / Studies in the History of International Law, 58/22
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

Translation and multilingualism are an integral part of Iberian culture, having shaped its literary traditions and cultural production for centuries, contributing to the transmission of knowledge and texts, and to the formation of the religious, linguistic, and ethnic identities.

READERSHIP: This volume makes important contributions to several fields: Iberian and Mediterranean Studies in medieval and early modern times, literatures written in several languages (Arabic, Hebrew, Spanish, Catalan, and Latin foremost).

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 224 pp.)
ISBN 9789004464094
Price € 107 / US$ 128
E-ISBN 9789004513563
E-Price € 107 / US$ 128
The Medieval and Early Modern Iberian World, 82

Elisabeth Mann Borgese and the Law of the Sea
Tirza Meyer, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm

P. Sean Morris, University of Helsinki

Iberian Babel: Translation and Multilingualism in the Medieval and the Early Modern Mediterranean
Edited by Michelle M. Hamilton, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, and Nuria Silleras-Fernandez, University of Colorado Boulder
Michael Maestlin’s Manuscript Treatise on the Comet of 1618
An Edition and Translation of Manuscript WLB Stuttgart, Cod. Math. 4º 15b, Nr. 8
Miguel Á. Granada, University of Barcelona, and Patrick J. Boner, Catholic University of America

Michael Maestlin was a main protagonist of the astronomical and cosmological revolution between Copernicus and Galileo. This book presents the first-ever edition of his German manuscript treatise on the Great Comet of 1618, accompanied by an English translation with a full introduction and commentary.

READERSHIP: All those interested in the history of astronomy and cosmology, especially cometary theory, in the early modern period, and anyone concerned with the Copernican revolution and its religious context.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 228 pp.)
ISBN 9789004472198
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004512641
E-Price € 119 / US$ 143

Medieval and Early Modern Philosophy and Science, 33

Grimm Ripples: The Legacy of the Grimms’ Deutsche Sagen in Northern Europe
Terry Gunnell, University of Iceland

This book sheds new light on the key role played by the Grimms’ Deutsche Sagen in the collection of folklore and the creation of national culture in Northern Europe.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to scholars, students and others interested in folklore, folkloristics, cultural history, comparative literature, art, and drama, Scandinavian studies, and Nordic languages and literature.

April 2022
Hardback (xviii, 592 pp.)
ISBN 9789004511606
Price € 160 / US$ 192
E-ISBN 9789004511644
E-Price € 160 / US$ 192

National Cultivation of Culture, 30
Die Polygraphia des Johannes Trithemius nach der handschriftlichen Fassung (Band 1)  
*Edition, Übersetzung und Kommentar*  
Maximilian Gamer

This book presents the first edition of Trithemius’ major cryptographical work with a commentary which clarifies the obscure allusions in the theoretical parts and sheds light onto the learned abbot’s broad scholarship and knowledge of antique and medieval treatises.

**READERSHIP:** All readers interested in the history of cryptography in late antiquity, the Middle Ages, and early modern times, in Johannes Trithemius, in his cryptological treatises, and in his handling of antiquarian information.

April 2022  
Hardback (approx. 485 pp.)  
ISBN 9789004467095  
Price € 114 / US$ 138  
E-ISBN 9789004507753  
E-Price € 114 / US$ 138  
*Mittellateinische Studien und Texte, 56/1*

Die Polygraphia des Johannes Trithemius nach der handschriftlichen Fassung (Band 2)  
*Edition, Übersetzung und Kommentar*  
Maximilian Gamer

This book presents the first edition of Trithemius’ major cryptographical work with a commentary which clarifies the obscure allusions in the theoretical parts and sheds light onto the learned abbot’s broad scholarship and knowledge of antique and medieval treatises.

**READERSHIP:** All readers interested in the history of cryptography in late antiquity, the Middle Ages, and early modern times, in Johannes Trithemius, in his cryptological treatises, and in his handling of antiquarian information.

April 2022  
Hardback (approx. 224 pp.)  
ISBN 9789004507746  
Price € 114 / US$ 138  
E-ISBN 9789004507760  
E-Price € 114 / US$ 138  
*Mittellateinische Studien und Texte, 56/2*

Encyclopedia of Early Modern History, volume 13  
*Seven Years’ War – Symbolic Money*  
Edited by Andrew Colin Gow

Offering 400 years of early modern history in one work, experts from all over the world have joined in a presentation of the scholarship on the great era between the mid-15th to the mid-19th centuries. The perspective is European. That does not mean, however, that the view on the rest of the world is blocked. On the contrary: the multifaceted interrelatedness of European and other cultures is scrutinized extensively.

April 2022  
Hardback  
ISBN 9789004269910  
Price € 255 / US$ 329  
Encyclopedia of Early Modern History, 13  
*Seven Years’ War – Symbolic Money*  
Edited by Andrew Colin Gow
Baltic Crusades and Societal Innovation in Medieval Livonia, 1200-1350
Edited by Anti Selart, University of Tartu

A narrative of the Jesuit experience on the continent from the time of St. Ignatius of Loyola in the sixteenth century to that of Pedro Arrupe in the twentieth, succinctly covering key themes, places, and persons in that period.

READERSHIP: This book is aimed at academic audiences in history, musicology, art history, theater history, urban studies, and specialists in arts funding.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 416 pp.)
ISBN 9789004428324
Price € 138 / US$ 166
E-ISBN 9789004512092
E-Price € 138 / US$ 166
The Northern World, 93

Jesuits in Africa
A Historical Narrative from Ignatius of Loyola to Pedro Arrupe
Festo Mkanda, S.J., Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu

A narrative of the Jesuit experience on the continent from the time of St. Ignatius of Loyola in the sixteenth century to that of Pedro Arrupe in the twentieth, succinctly covering key themes, places, and persons in that period.

READERSHIP: All readers with a general interested in Jesuit history, missions, and Christianity in Africa, as well as those with specialized interest in Jesuit missions in specific parts of Africa.

March 2022
Paperback (vi, 115 pp.)
ISBN 9789004462489
Price € 70 / US$ 84
E-ISBN 9789004512856
E-Price OPEN ACCESS

We tend to accept that German cities and states run their own cultural institutions (concert halls, theatres, museums). This book shows how this now “self-evident” fact became a reality in the course of the long nineteenth century.

READERSHIP: All readers with a general interested in Jesuit history, missions, and Christianity in Africa, as well as those with specialized interest in Jesuit missions in specific parts of Africa.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 376 pp.)
ISBN 9789004507784
Price € 116 / US$ 140
E-ISBN 9789004507807
E-Price € 116 / US$ 140
Studies in Central European Histories, 70

A Serious Matter and True Joy
Philanthropy, the Arts, and the State in Leipzig (1750-1918)
Margaret Eleanor Menninger, Texas State University

The societies of the lands around the Baltic Sea underwent remarkable changes in the thirteenth century. This book examines aspects of these religious, economical, societal, and institutional innovations, such as the adaption of the Christianity, emergence of urban life, and the development of economic resources.

READERSHIP: All interested in medieval history of northern and north-eastern Europe, and in the Baltic Sea region.

February 2022
Hardback (approx. 380 pp.)
ISBN 9789004507784
Price € 116 / US$ 140
E-ISBN 9789004507807
E-Price OPEN ACCESS
Studies in Central European Histories, 70
Against the Backdrop of Sovereignty and Absolutism

*The Theology of God’s Power and Its Bearing on the Western Legal Tradition, 1100–1600*

Massimiliano Traversino Di Cristo, University of Trento
With a foreword by Diego Quaglioni

This book analyses the bearing of one of the most long-standing debates of the Middle Ages, the distinction between potentia Dei absoluta and ordinata (God’s absolute and ordered power), on the modern Western legal tradition.

*READERSHIP:* Scholars and institutions with interests in the fields of late-mediaeval and early-modern Legal History, Theology, History of Christianity, and Philosophy.

Robert Kilwardby’s Commentary on the Ethics of Aristotle

*Against the Backdrop of Sovereignty and Absolutism*

Anthony J. Celano, Stonehill College

Kilwardby’s work on the first three books of the Nicomachean Ethics is the first medieval commentary on the Ethics whose author is known. The critically edited Latin text contains a careful explanation of Aristotle’s text on happiness and moral virtue.

*READERSHIP:* Anyone working on ancient and medieval ethics, the history of the university; university and research libraries; institutes of philosophy and medieval studies.

The Pirate Encyclopedia

*The Pirate’s Way*

Arne Zuidhoek

*The Pirate Encyclopedia*, as the essential companion for scholars, students, and a general audience intrigued by tales and facts, offers the most complete body of data available on the legitimacy of more than 7,000 adventurers as subjects of investigation.

*READERSHIP:* All interested in the history of pirates, and anyone concerned with the peaceful as well as the piratical aspects of maritime international trade.

---

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004503694
Price € 112 / US$ 134
E-ISBN 9789004503700
E-Price € 112 / US$ 134

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 352 pp.)
ISBN 9789004511484
Price € 123 / US$ 148
E-ISBN 9789004511576
E-Price € 123 / US$ 148

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 985 pp.)
ISBN 9789004428003
Price € 150 / US$ 180
E-ISBN 9789004515673
E-Price € 150 / US$ 180

**Studien und Texte zur Geistesgeschichte des Mittelalters, 132**

**Scientific and Learned Cultures and Their Institutions, 34**
New Zealand Yearbook of International Law

*Volume 17, 2019*

Edited by Jan Jakob Bornheim, University of Canterbury, New Zealand, and Christian Riffel, University of Canterbury, New Zealand

The *New Zealand Yearbook of International Law* provides legal materials and critical commentary on issues of international law, addressing trends, state practice and policies in the development of international law in New Zealand, the South Pacific, Antarctica and globally.

Ocean Yearbook 36

Edited by Aldo Chircop, Scott Coffen-Smout, Moira L. McConnell and Sara L. Seck

Devoted to assessing the state of ocean and coastal governance, knowledge, and management, the *Ocean Yearbook* provides information in one convenient resource. Articles provide multidisciplinary expert perspectives on contemporary issues. Each new volume draws on policy studies, international relations, international and comparative law, management, marine sciences, economics, and social sciences. Each volume contains key legal and policy instruments and an annually updated global directory of ocean-related organizations.

The Yearbook of Polar Law

Edited by Gudmundur Alfredsson, Julia Labour, Timo Koivurova and Akiho Shibata

Special Editor for Volume 13: Christine van der Horst

The papers in this volume are principally based on presentations at the Polar Law Symposium, held online with logistical support by the Kobe University Polar Cooperation Research Centre (PCRC), in November 2020.
European Yearbook of Minority Issues
Volume 19 (2020)
Edited by the European Centre for Minority Issues, the European Academy Bozen/Bolzano, the Åbo Akademi University, the Babes-Bolyai University, the Hungarian Academy of Science, and the University of Glasgow

The European Social Charter: A Commentary
Volume 1, Cross-cutting Themes
Edited by The Academic Network on the European Social Charter and Social Rights, Stefano Angeleri and Carole Nivard

A Twenty-Five Year Journey
Edited by Alfonso Ascencio-Herrera and Myron H. Nordquist

The European Yearbook of Minority Issues provides a critical and timely review of contemporary developments in minority-majority relations in Europe. It combines analysis, commentary and documentation in relation to conflict management, international legal developments and domestic legislation affecting minorities in Europe.

READERSHIP: An indispensable reference tool for scholars and practitioners in the field of minority rights, as well as libraries, research institutes, governments and international organisations.

This authoritative Commentary, drafted by scholars of the Academic Network on the European Social Charter and Social Rights (ANESC), is aimed both at researchers studying socio-economic rights in Europe, and at legal practitioners; civil society organisations, trade unions and ministerial staff engaging with the procedures of the European Committee of Social Rights. The text is compiled by a large body of expert contributors, working together with an Editorial Board, under the supervision of a Scientific Committee.

READERSHIP: This book looks at the multidisciplinary aspects of the legal, economic, and scientific aspects of deep-sea mining, whilst, providing a rich historical background on the work and progress of the International Seabed Authority over the last 25 years of its existence.

READERSHIP: This book looks at the multidisciplinary aspects of the legal, economic, and scientific aspects of deep-sea mining, whilst, providing a rich historical background on the work and progress of the International Seabed Authority.
Unilateral Sanctions in International Law and the Enforcement of Human Rights
The Impact of the Principle of Common Concern of Humankind
Iryna Bogdanova, World Trade Institute, University of Berne

This volume makes a valuable assessment of states’ frequent recourse to unilateral economic sanctions against the background of their debated legality. Besides, it examines the potential normative effects of the doctrine of Common Concern of Humankind upon such unilateralism.

READERSHIP: This book would appeal to the academic community – scholars in the field of international law, political science and international relations, and practising lawyers.

The Mitigation of Marine Plastic Pollution in International Law
Facts, Policy and Legal Implications
Judith Schäli

How is the international community facing the global problem of massive marine plastic pollution? This book provides an in-depth overview of existing state obligations in relation to land-based sources of marine pollution and highlights the central role of coherence and international cooperation in addressing global concerns.

READERSHIP: This book offers great added value in the current discussions under the auspices of UN Environment, various multilateral environmental agreements and other bodies.

Taking a Common Concern Approach to Economic Inequality
Implications for (Cooperative) Sovereignty over Corporate Taxation
Alexander D. Beyleveld

Through the lens of cooperative sovereignty and the common concern of humankind concept, this book contemplates what kind of transnational corporate taxation system would be necessary for appropriately dealing with rising economic inequality within countries under conditions of contemporary globalisation.

READERSHIP: International economic law scholars; economic inequality scholars (non-lawyers included); institutes with focus on international economic law and/or economic inequality.
Commentaries on World Trade Law: Volume 1

Institutions and Dispute Settlement

Edited by Laura Wanner

With the conclusion of the Uruguay Round, the World Trade Organization was established as a fully-fledged international organization including a comprehensive dispute settlement system which has, however, recently been challenged.

This commentary on the Agreement Establishing the WTO, the Dispute Settlement Understanding and the Trade Review Policy Mechanism offers a comprehensive overview of the legislative history, interpretation, practical application and challenges to the institutional system of the WTO. This volume brings together contributions by distinguished scholars and practitioners and aims at giving guidance to all interested in the WTO institutional arrangements and dispute settlement system.

READERSHIP: International lawyers, scholars and students of WTO law, diplomats and international civil servants, members of NGOs.
Effective Protection of the Rights of the Accused in the EU Directives

A Computable Approach to Criminal Procedure Law

Edited by Giuseppe Contissa, University of Bologna, Giulia Lasagni, University of Bologna, Michele Caianiello, University of Bologna, and Giovanni Sartor, University of Bologna

The volume proposes a breakthrough analysis of defence rights in criminal proceedings, through the lens of a computable approach to the law. It presents a multi-level research, tackling EU law, national legislation, and case-law across the European Union.

READERSHIP: Legal practitioners, developers and policy makers interested in criminal law and legal informatics, and in how these two fields can interact to increase the defence rights protection.

Military Operation and Engagement in the Domestic Jurisdiction

Comparative Call-out Laws

Edited by Pauline Collins, University of Southern Queensland, Australia, and Rosalie Arcala Hall, University of the Philippines Visayas

This book details the position in 13 countries on calling out the military in the domestic domain. A historical context along with the current position and practice is provided.

READERSHIP: All interested in the operation of military institutions—academic and military institutes, libraries, students, practitioners, judges and all engaged in politics, law, history and military studies.

The Limitations of the Law of Armed Conflicts: New Means and Methods of Warfare

Essays in Memory of Rosario Domínguez Matés

Edited by Pablo Antonio Fernández Sánchez, University of Seville

The new means and methods of warfare challenge the law of armed conflict. For this reason, a deep legal and operational study was required to detect the existing gaps and deregulation.

READERSHIP: Reasearch Institutes, University libraries, specialists, (post-graduate) students, practitioners on the law of armed conflicts, military experts.
Beyond Imperfect Justice
*Legality and Fair Labelling in International Criminal Law*
**Talita Dias,** Jesus College, University of Oxford

This book explores the need for greater accessibility, foreseeability, and fair labels in the application of different rules of international criminal law by international and domestic courts.

**READERSHIP:** This book is addressed to academics, practitioners, as well as postgraduate and undergraduate students in the areas of public international law, human rights, and criminal law.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 314 pp.)
ISBN 9789004510944
Price € 143 / US$ 172
E-ISBN 9789004510951
E-Price € 143 / US$ 172
*International Humanitarian Law Series, 63*
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

Juridification of Warfare and Limits of Accountability
*An Ethnomethodological Investigation into the Production and Assessment of Legal Targeting*
**Martina Kolanoski,** Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main

The book provides a detailed praxeological analysis of a single NATO-airstrike in Afghanistan as a vivid example of how an event and its ex-post accountings shape and specify the legally required protection of civilians in armed conflict.

**READERSHIP:** International lawyers and ethnomethodologists. Scholars and postgraduate students from sociology, sociology of law, military studies, peace and conflict research and political science.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 195 pp.)
ISBN 9789004472433
Price € 127 / US$ 153
E-ISBN 9789004472440
E-Price € 127 / US$ 153
*International Humanitarian Law Series, 62*
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

Human Rights and International Criminal Law

Edited by **Borhan Uddin Khan,** University of Dhaka, and **Md Jahid Hossain Bhuiyan,** Humboldt Research Fellow, Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law in Heidelberg

The book considers human rights approaches to crimes from a theoretical and practical perspective, analyses various crimes under international law, and examines the application, implementation and enforcement of international criminal law.

**READERSHIP:** This book will serve as an important reference for students, teachers, scholars and lawyers specialising in international human rights, international criminal law and international humanitarian law.

June 2022
Hardback (xxxiv, 432 pp.)
ISBN 9789004447455
Price € 171 / US$ 206
E-ISBN 9789004447462
E-Price € 171 / US$ 206
*International Studies in Human Rights, 138*
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
Ethics and Military Practice
Edited by Désirée Verweij, Peter Olsthoorn and Eva van Baarle

Political assignments, innovative technologies and organisational structures, present military personnel with dilemma’s that can have far-reaching consequences. A thorough education is a necessary condition for morally responsible behaviour. This book aims to contribute to ‘reflective practitioner’ in military practice.

READERSHIP: The book is of interest to anyone with an interest in professional military ethics – the book’s focus is on military practice. This means that all chapters are written with that military practitioner in mind.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 150 pp.)
ISBN 9789004512467
Price € 99 / US$ 119
E-ISBN 9789004512474
E-Price € 99 / US$ 119

Emerging Military Technologies
Ethical and Legal Perspectives
Edited by Bernhard Koch, Institute for Theology and Peace, Germany, and Richard Schoonhoven, United States Military Academy West Point, USA

In this volume, internationally renowned researchers attempt to address the fundamental and applied ethical and legal problems posed by emerging military technologies and present their insights.

READERSHIP: Academics, military personell, security and Defence policy, students of ethics of warfare resp. technology, military academies.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 255 pp.)
ISBN 9789004507944
Price € 127 / US$ 153
E-ISBN 9789004507951
E-Price € 127 / US$ 153

International Law for Freshwater Protection
Agnes Chong

This book traces the development of international water law that has come to privilege and the water utilisation rights of sovereign states over the environment. It argues that existing mechanisms in international law can be applied to improve environmental protection.

READERSHIP: The primary audience for this book includes offices of legal counsel, jurists, international legal practitioners, professionals in water law and policy, academics and law students as well as water practitioners.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004511828
Price € 160 / US$ 192
E-ISBN 9789004511835
E-Price € 160 / US$ 192

International Water Law Series, 9
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
Common Currents
*Examining How We Manage the Ocean Commons*
Edited by H. Jordan Diamond, Holly Doremus and Hee Cheol Yang

This book examines to what extent—and to what effect—we currently manage the oceans as a global commons.

READERSHIP: This book is target-ed at scholars, practitioners, and students concerned with ocean governance, ocean stewardship, and sustainable management of commons resources.

The Policy Space in International Intellectual Property Law
Emmanuel Kolawole Oke

This book presents a critical examination of the policy space in international intellectual property law through the unique lens of globalisation. It further highlights the role that the WTO’s adjudicatory bodies play in preserving this space in international IP law.

READERSHIP: This book is aimed at students, postgraduate researchers, academics, policymakers at the national level, and those involved in negotiations on intellectual property standards at various bilateral, plurilateral, and multilateral forums.

Recueil des cours, Collected Courses
*Tome 423*
Académie de Droit International de la Haye / Hague Academy of International Law


“Mutual Trust”: A Suitable Foundation for Private International Law in Regional Integration Communities and Beyond?, by M. WELLER, Professor, Universität Bonn.
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

READERSHIP: The targeted readership includes legal professionals—both academic specialists and practitioners—in public international law and international criminal law, graduate students, and possibly undergraduates studying law.

This book places under scrutiny for the first time, whether, and how, the United Nations Human Rights Council actually contributes to the protection of human rights in the face of pervasive gross violations world-wide. It finds that the Council does little of preventive protection, some mitigatory protection, and little remedial or compensatory protection. The Council’s response to situations of gross violations depends on the political alignments within its membership for each situation.

May 2022
Paperback (approx. 185 pp.)
ISBN 9789004504943
Price € 121 / US$ 146
E-ISBN 9789004504950
E-Price € 121 / US$ 146
Nijhoff Law Specials, 106
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

The Protection Role and Jurisprudence of the United Nations Human Rights Council
Bertrand Ramcharan

The Human Rights of Children
Selected Essays on Children’s Rights
Michael Freeman

This book explores consequences arising in the field of State responsibility in relation to those arising for the individual in international criminal law, a relationship that broadly defines duality of responsibility in international law.

March 2022
Paperback (approx. 200 pp.)
ISBN 9789004219090
Price € 105 / US$ 126
E-ISBN 9789004219106
E-Price € 105 / US$ 126
Nijhoff Law Specials, 105
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

Duality of Responsibility in International Law
The Individual, the State, and International Crimes
Thomas Weatherall

For decades, Professor Michael Freeman has without doubt been one of the world’s most influential scholars in international children’s rights. His scholarship has been at the forefront of the field and has helped shape many of the developments within it. This collection offers the reader a thought-provoking snapshot of some of his most seminal essays, written and/or published over the past 30 years. Together they highlight above all the interdisciplinary nature of the issues he discusses. Legal doctrinal questions that make the case for recognising that children have rights are of course discussed.
Based on the identification of the ‘participatory’, ‘competence’ and ‘geographical’ gaps in the international legal regime relating to marine protected areas (MPAs) in areas beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ), The International Legal Regime Relating to Marine Protected Areas in Areas beyond National Jurisdiction provides insight into how to address the gaps.

Readership: The researchers and lawyers of international law, including those specialised in the international law of the sea and international environmental law, the governmental officials and diplomats in charge of marine affairs.

August 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004516908
Price € 154 / US$ 185
E-ISBN 9789004516915
E-Price € 154 / US$ 185
Publications on Ocean Development, 98

In Coastal State Jurisdiction over Ships in Need of Assistance, Maritime Casualties and Shipwrecks, Iva Parlov takes a systemic approach in providing a holistic and dynamic understanding of the legal issues raised by ships in peril in the contemporary context.

Readership: The book is of interest to international lawyers, shipping lawyers, maritime industry regulators, practitioners, officials of States, non-governmental organizations, shipowners, salvors, academics, students, maritime institutes.

July 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004515062
Price € 121 / US$ 146
E-ISBN 9789004515079
E-Price € 121 / US$ 146
Publications on Ocean Development, 97
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

This book provides new insights into how change occurs in international law, through a uniquely comprehensive analysis of the mechanisms that allow the ‘old’ treaty-framework of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea to respond to changing circumstances.

Readership: Scholars, postgraduate and research students, practitioners, (policy) experts in law of the sea, general international law (processes of change, law-making, international institutions), treaty law, and global governance.

February 2022
Hardback (xviii, 354 pp.)
ISBN 9789004508545
Price € 160 / US$ 192
E-ISBN 9789004508552
E-Price € 160 / US$ 192
Publications on Ocean Development, 96
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
In *The Investment Game in Private Equity*, Mika Lehtimäki discusses the legal relationship between investors and managers of private equity funds and sets out a game-theoretical framework for evaluating the role of regulation and contract in asset management.

Excluding the legality of foreign military intervention in internal conflicts with the consent of the government, this book analyses a to-the-point account of post-Cold War State practice with more than 45 incidents of such interventions on a scale neglected in current scholarship.

In this book Bertus de Villiers offers by way of selected case studies unique insight into the design of institutions for minority protection and practical insights into contemporary minority issues.

READERSHIP: Asset management professionals and attorneys, researchers active in financial law and corporate governance as well as professionals and researchers of financial data analytics.

READERSHIP: Academics and postgraduate students in international law; researchers in international relations; officials working in foreign affairs, defence or security.

READERSHIP: Judiciary – particularly in European, African and South American settings. Institutes of democracy; minority rights; indigenous peoples; comparative constitutional studies.
European Climate Diplomacy in the USA and China

Embassy Narratives and Coalitions

Katrin Buchmann

Buchmann analyses the work of UK, German, Danish and Swedish embassies in the USA and China on climate change in the late 2000s and early 2010s. She relates which coalitions and narratives embassies sought to develop to convince China and the United States that a more progressive climate policy was possible, to achieve gains supporting an agreement under the UNFCCC. This book shows that a key interpretation of climate diplomacy was selling/trade: Europe selling technology “solutions” to solve climate change. In this narrative, Europe has already done what needs to be done and outsourcing of production to China e.g. is ignored. In the USA, embassies entered coalitions with states, faith groups and the military, arguing that a more progressive climate policy was mandated by either God or security concerns. State politicians, including Democrats, often actually didn’t implement any climate policies. Any gains were reversed through climate denial lobbying funded by corporations. Embassies did not address this.

READERSHIP: All interested in diplomacy, embassies, climate diplomacy, economic diplomacy, public diplomacy, climate policy, renewal energy policy, and the UN climate negotiations.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. xii, 425 pp.)
ISBN 9789004368149
Price € 154 / US$ 185
E-ISBN 9789004368156
E-Price € 154 / US$ 185
Diplomatic Studies, 17
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
New and Forthcoming Publications

Eliezer-Zusman of Brody: The Early Modern Synagogue Painter and His World

Zvi Orgad, Bar-Ilan University

The book Eliezer-Zusman of Brody: The Early Modern Synagogue Painter and His World focuses on the work methods of the synagogue painter Eliezer-Zusman of Brody, as a case study of Jewish cultural and artistic migration from Eastern Europe to German lands.

READERSHIP: All interested in the art and visual culture of early modern Jews in Eastern and Central Europe, especially synagogue interior paintings and Hebrew illuminated manuscripts.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004502536
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 9789004502543
E-Price € 149 / US$ 179
Jews, Judaism, and the Arts, 2

The Ma'asé-Ester: A Judeo-Provençal poem about Queen Esther

A Critical Edition with Commentary

Erica Baricci, Milan University


READERSHIP: Anyone interested in the History of Jewish Literature: students and scholars of Judeo-Provençal Literature, European Jewish History, Jewish Languages, Romance Languages (especially Provençal), and Jewish Studies more broadly.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004514393
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004514898
E-Price € 105 / US$ 127
Brill's Series in Jewish Studies, 72

The Lifeline
Salomon Grumbach and the Quest for Safety

Meredith Scott, United States Air Force Academy

The Lifeline is the ground-breaking study of Salomon Grumbach, an Alsatian Jew, journalist, and socialist politician who became one of Europe’s most important refugee advocates. It examines his life in interwar France and beyond, tracing his human rights activism across the decades.

READERSHIP: Readership includes undergraduate and graduate students, scholars, academic libraries, institutes of higher education, and the public. Subject areas include: France, Jewish studies, 20th century Europe.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 97890045146225
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004514348
E-Price € 105 / US$ 127
Brill’s Series in Jewish Studies, 72

Eliezer-Zusman of Brody

The Early Modern Synagogue Painter and His World

Zvi Orgad, Bar-Ilan University

The book Eliezer-Zusman of Brody: The Early Modern Synagogue Painter and His World focuses on the work methods of the synagogue painter Eliezer-Zusman of Brody, as a case study of Jewish cultural and artistic migration from Eastern Europe to German lands.

READERSHIP: All interested in the art and visual culture of early modern Jews in Eastern and Central Europe, especially synagogue interior paintings and Hebrew illuminated manuscripts.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004502536
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 9789004502543
E-Price € 149 / US$ 179
Jews, Judaism, and the Arts, 2

The Ma’asé-Ester: A Judeo-Provençal poem about Queen Esther

A Critical Edition with Commentary

Erica Baricci, Milan University


READERSHIP: Anyone interested in the History of Jewish Literature: students and scholars of Judeo-Provençal Literature, European Jewish History, Jewish Languages, Romance Languages (especially Provençal), and Jewish Studies more broadly.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004514393
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004514898
E-Price € 105 / US$ 127
Brill’s Series in Jewish Studies, 72

The Lifeline
Salomon Grumbach and the Quest for Safety

Meredith Scott, United States Air Force Academy

The Lifeline is the ground-breaking study of Salomon Grumbach, an Alsatian Jew, journalist, and socialist politician who became one of Europe’s most important refugee advocates. It examines his life in interwar France and beyond, tracing his human rights activism across the decades.

READERSHIP: Readership includes undergraduate and graduate students, scholars, academic libraries, institutes of higher education, and the public. Subject areas include: France, Jewish studies, 20th century Europe.
Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary

**Volume 2a: Judean War 4**

Steve Mason,
University of Groningen

Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, 2a

Book 4 is the pivotal volume of Josephus’ seven-volume masterpiece, the Judean War. It takes the reader from Galilee and the Golan to Vespasian’s rise to power via the entry of John of Gischala and Simon bar Giora into Jerusalem.

READERSHIP: Academic libraries, specialists, post-graduate students in ancient history, Classics, ancient Judaism, Christian origins.

**READERSHIP:** For all interested in religious feminism, 19th century Central European social history, Jewish Enlightenment, early modern Jewish literature, and 19th century halakhic literature.

The Path of Moses:
A Scholarly Essay on the Case of Women in Religious Faith

by Mózes Salamon

Introduction, Annotated English Translation, and Hebrew Original

Julia Schwartzmann,
Western Galilee College

Writing in the late 19th century, Mózes Salamon hoped to convince his fellow rabbis to recognize women as equally privileged members of the People Israel. The result was his The Path of Moses: A Scholarly Essay on the Case of Women in Religious Faith.

READERSHIP: For all interested in religious feminism, 19th century Central European social history, Jewish Enlightenment, early modern Jewish literature, and 19th century halakhic literature.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004514232
Price € 95 / US$ 114
E-ISBN 9789004515000
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114

The Brill Reference Library of Judaism, 73

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004117082
Price € 176 / US$ 212
E-ISBN 9789004513778
E-Price € 176 / US$ 212

Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, 2a

Our free email newsletters will keep you up-to-date on all developments in our print and online publishing programs:

- recently published and forthcoming titles, reference works, books and journals
- news about conferences and events
- special offers
- and much more

Go to brill.com/email-newsletters for a full overview and to subscribe to our newsletters.
Space and Time in aṣ-Ṣāniʿ Arabic
A Cross-Generational Study
Letizia Cerqueglini,
Tel Aviv University

This work contributes to the discussion on the relationship between space and time in language and cognition and the role of culture in this relationship from the perspective of the dialect of aṣ-Ṣāniʿ, a Bedouin Arab tribe of the Negev (Israel).

READERSHIP: Students and scholars of theoretical linguistics, typology, cognitive linguistics, psycholinguistics, linguistic and cognitive fieldwork, anthropology, linguistic anthropology, socio-linguistics, pragmatics, linguistic and cognitive fieldwork.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004506237
Price € 175 / US$ 210
E-ISBN 9789004511125
E-Price € 175 / US$ 210

The Art of Language
Edited by Anne Storch,
University of Cologne, Germany,
and R.M. W. Dixon, Central Queensland University, Australia

This volume explores different ideas of what language does and what is done with language, considering different ways in which hospitality and humanity are expressed, knowledge is constructed, and asking about more integrative ways in keeping languages relevant.

READERSHIP: Because of its wide-ranging ambit, this volume will appeal to senior students, teachers, and researchers across many subfields of linguistics.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004510388
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 9789004510395
E-Price € 149 / US$ 179

The Foundations of Arab Linguistics V
Kitāb Sībawayhi, The Critical Theory
Edited by Manuel Sartori, AMU - Iremam - IEP Aix-en-Provence,
and Francesco Binaghi, AMU

The book is a collection of ten research papers in which leading scholars approach different aspects of the study of Arabic grammar in medieval times, starting with the venerable figure of Sībawayhi (d. 180/796?) and spanning from al-Andalus to the Islamic East.

READERSHIP: The book addresses scholars in the fields of Arabic linguistics and the history of linguistics, and more specifically those interested in the Arabic grammatical and linguistic tradition.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004515840
Price € 119 / US$ 139
E-ISBN 9789004515895
E-Price € 119 / US$ 139

Brill’s Studies in Language, Cognition and Culture, 32
Brill’s Studies in Language, Cognition and Culture, 33
Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics, 107
An Outline of the Grammar of the Safaitic Inscriptions
Second Revised & Expanded Edition
Ahmad Al-Jallad

This book contains a full grammatical outline of the language of the Safaitic Inscriptions, covering the script, phonology, morphology, and syntax. It includes a chrestomathy, with photographs of inscriptions published for the first time here, and a comprehensive lexicon.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in the epigraphy and languages of the ancient Near East and Arabia, the history of Arabic, and the comparative grammar of the Semitic languages.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004513693
Price € 175 / US$ 209
E-ISBN 9789004513709
E-Price € 175 / US$ 209

Eros and Noesis
A Cognitive Approach to the Courtly Love Literature of Medieval France
Don A. Monson, College of William and Mary

This is the first study to apply some of the results of modern cognitive science to all the major genres of the courtly love literature of medieval France (twelfth and thirteenth centuries) in Occitan, Old French, and Latin.

READERSHIP: This study will be of interest to all teachers and students of medieval literature and culture, including undergraduates, and to members of the cultivated general public interested in romantic love.

May 2022
Hardback (viii, 362 pp.)
ISBN 9789004504486
Price € 129 / US$ 155
E-ISBN 9789004504493
E-Price € 129 / US$ 155

Ancient Indo-European Languages between Linguistics and Philology
Contact, Variation, and Reconstruction
Edited by Michele Bianconi, University of Oxford, Marta Capano, Ghent University, Domenica Romagno, University of Pisa, and Francesco Rovai, University of Pisa

This volume contains a new and up-to-date selection of case studies which offer new insights on various topics in Indo-European linguistics, with a focus on contact, variation, and reconstruction, and with methods that straddle the divide between Linguistics and Philology.


May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004508811
Price € 139 / US$ 167
E-ISBN 9789004508828
E-Price € 139 / US$ 167
Variation, Contact, and Reconstruction in the Ancient Indo-European Languages
Between Linguistics and Philology
Edited by Domenica Romagno, Francesco Rovai, Michele Bianconi and Marta Capano

This book reflects the vibrancy of historical linguistics, showing how research on ancient Indo-European languages contributes to the understanding of the principles and patterns of language organization and change, including studies on typologically natural tendencies and cognitive universals.

READERSHIP: Of interest for academics specializing in Linguistics, Philology, History, Classics, Asian Studies, graduate and post-graduate students, libraries, research institutes.

Songs of the Royal Zhōu and the Royal Shào
Shī詩 of the Ānhui University Manuscripts
Dirk Meyer, University of Oxford, and Adam Craig Schwartz, Hong Kong Baptist University

Working with the Ānhui University manuscripts, the authors embark on a fascinating thought experiment: how were the Songs of the Royal Zhōu (“Zhōu Nán” 周南) and of the Royal Shào (“Shào Nán” 召南) experienced by people in the Warring States period (453–221 BC)?

READERSHIP: All interested in the poetic traditions of Early China, anyone interested in the textual history of the Shijing (Classic of Songs), manuscript cultures, and meaning production in Early China.

Types of Kinship Terminological Systems and How to Analyze Them
New Insights from the Application of Sidney H. Gould’s Analytic System
David B. Kronenfeld, University of California at Riverside, USA

The power of Gould’s analytic system reveals new insights into the Fanti kin terminology. It demonstrates the effectiveness of collective cognitive constraints vs. repeated individual constraints, and the role of distinctive features in dividing relative-product-based super-class structures into actual kinterms.

READERSHIP: Anthropologists (advanced students and professionals) interested in kinship terminologies, and in formal analytic systems. Anthropologists and linguists interested in semantic systems and in distributed collective knowledge systems.
**Klabund: Sämtliche Werke, Band III: Dramen, Dritter Teil**
*Cromwell, Johann Fust, Der Fächer (Libretto)*
Edited by Hans-Gert Roloff

This text edition is the third part on drama in the *Klabund - Complete Works* series. The series deals with the works of German author Klabund (1890, Poland -1928, Switzerland). This volume, focuses on Cromwell, Johann Fust, and Der Fächer (Libretto). It forms an indispensable basis for any further involvement with the author and his plays.

**Les relations entre autrices en France et en Italie (1770-1840)**
« Soutenir la cause des femmes auteurs »
*Ève-Marie Lampron*, Université du Québec

Within an explosive cultural and political context in France and Italy (1770-1840), this book chronicles the struggle women authors faced in establishing a community and a common cause, through networks and relationships amongst themselves, before the rise of organized feminist movements.

**Poéticas Comparadas de Mujeres**
*Las poetas y la transformación del discurso poético en los siglos 20 y 21*
Editado por *Esther Sánchez-Pardo*, Universidad Complutense

Rendered invisible until now, Comparative Women’s Poetics is a new transversal discipline in Literary Studies whose texts, theories, methodology and practice will completely transform the reading and criticism of poetry in the future.

**READERSHIP:** The *Klabund - Complete Works* series deals with the works of German author Klabund (1890, Poland -1928, Switzerland). This volume, focuses on Cromwell, Johann Fust, and Der Fächer (Libretto).

**READERSHIP:** This book is intended more generally for all those who wish to know more about the (pre)histories of feminist movements. (women’s) literature, of French and Italian political and cultural history (18th and 19th centuries).

**READERSHIP:** All interested in poetry written by women, scholars of comparative poetics and university students of comparative literature with special emphasis on the Latin American, Caribbean, ecocritical and translation fields.
Tagore and Yeats

* A Postcolonial Re-envisioning

Edited by **Amrita Ghosh**, Linnaeus University Sweden, and **Elizabeth Brewer Redwine**, Emory University, USA

The Yeats–Tagore friendship and the eventual curious fallout between the two remain a mystery; the focus of this volume is a postcolonial reading of the two writers’ friendship, the critical reception of Tagore in 1912 England, and Tagore’s erasure from Western literary discourse. The essays in this volume take a decolonial turn to critically analyze the two writers in the discourse of power that is a part of their larger story.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in postcolonial studies, area studies including South Asia, Irish studies, gender and performance studies, the aesthetics of representation and translation would benefit from this book.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004498846
Price € 99 / US$ 119
E-ISBN 9789004515154
E-Price € 99 / US$ 119
Cross/Cultures, 217

New Perspectives on Imagology

Edited by **Katharina Edtstadler**, Sandra Folie, University of Vienna, and **Gianna Zocco**, Leibniz-Zentrum für Literatur- und Kulturforschung, Berlin

With this volume, the editors Katharina Edtstadler, Sandra Folie, and Gianna Zocco propose an extension of the traditional conception of imagology as a theory and method for studying the cultural construction and literary representation of national, usually European characters. Consisting of an instructive introduction and 21 articles, the book relates this sub-field of comparative literature to contemporary political developments and enriches it with new interdisciplinary, transnational, intersectional, and intermedial perspectives.

READERSHIP: Students and scholars of comparative literature, cultural studies, and anyone interested in the critical analysis of national images in literary and cultural products; academic/non-academic libraries with a focus on intercultural exchange.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004450127
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004513150
E-Price OPEN ACCESS
Studia Imagologica, 30
Tradition und Transformation in der Māturīdiyya des 6./12. Jahrhunderts
Nūr al-Dīn al-Ṣābūnī

In this volume, Angelika Brodersen examines how elements of Māturidite tradition and processes of transformation occur in Nūr al-Dīn al-Ṣābūnī’s Kitāb al-Kifāya fī l-hidāya fī uṣūl ad-dīn, which contributed to the consolidation of the Māturīdiyya as a Sunni school.

READERSHIP: Students and researchers in Islamic Studies, Religious Studies, and Islamic Theology concerned with the development of Sunni rational theology, as well as a broad readership interested in Islamic intellectual history.

The Eudaimonist Ethics of al-Fārābī and Avicenna
Janne Mattila

In The Eudaimonist Ethics of al-Fārābī and Avicenna, Janne Mattila provides the first comprehensive account of the ethical thought of al-Fārābī and Avicenna.

READERSHIP: Scholars, students, and educated laymen interested in Arabic/Islamic philosophy, Islamic intellectual history, Islamic ethics, the later influence of Greek philosophy, and the history of ethics.

From the Greeks to the Arabs and Beyond
Hans Daiber and Helga Daiber

From the Greeks to the Arabs and Beyond written by Hans Daiber, is a six volume collection of Daiber’s scattered writings, journal articles, essays and encyclopaedia entries on Greek-Syriac-Arabic translations, Islamic theology and Sufism, the history of science, Islam in Europe, manuscripts and the history of oriental studies.

READERSHIP: Classicists, orientalists, historians of Islamic theology, philosophy, science and literature, medievalists.
Dynamics of Islam in the Modern World
*Essays in Honor of Jamal Malik*
Edited by Saeed Zarrabi-Zadeh, University of Erfurt, Armina Omerika, Goethe University Frankfurt, Thomas K. Gugler, Goethe University Frankfurt, and Michael E. Asbury

This multidisciplinary volume seeks to document and analyze an astonishingly diverse array of Muslim voices, practices and institutions that demonstrate the dynamic interaction of Muslims with the epistemological shifts, political challenges and cultural transformations of the modern world.

READERSHIP: Academics, researchers, undergraduate and graduate students interested in dynamics of religion, Islam in the modern period, and global history.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 400 pp., with 4 illus.)
ISBN 9789004512399
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004512535
E-Price € 165 / US$ 198

Islam, Christianity, and Secularism in Bulgaria and Eastern Europe
*The Last Half Century*
Edited by Simeon Evtstatiev, Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski, and Dale F. Eickelman, Dartmouth College

Bulgaria’s entangled Muslim and Orthodox Christian pasts still shape contemporary notions of identity, religion, and politics—in unexpected ways. This book freshly looks at how these vital traditions come up against one another and the challenges of the world today.

READERSHIP: Advanced undergraduate students, graduate students, scholars, and a general public interested in long-term religious and political developments in Bulgaria and Eastern Europe; and sociologists of religion.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 280 pp., with 4 figures)
ISBN 9789004511552
Price € 121 / US$ 146
E-ISBN 9789004511569
E-Price € 121 / US$ 146

Rethinking China, the Middle East and Asia in a ‘Multiplex World’
Edited by Mojtaba Mahdavi, University of Alberta, Canada, and Tugrul Keskin, Shanghai University, China

The contemporary Sino-MENA-Asia relations and the Belt and Road Initiative are in the making in an emerging ‘multiplex world’. This edited volume includes new researches in fifteen chapters, examining China’s complex relations with Iran, Turkey, Egypt, GCC, Pakistan, central and south Asia.

READERSHIP: This book serves as a significant scholarly endeavour; both as a resource for policy-makers and as an academic textbook for students and professors of Political Science, Sociology, History, Anthropology, International Studies.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 260 pp., with 4 figures and 7 tables)
ISBN 9789004391604
Price € 129 / US$ 155
E-ISBN 9789004510005
E-Price € 129 / US$ 155

Social, Economic and Political Studies of the Middle East and Asia, 130

Dynamics of Islam in the Modern World
*Essays in Honor of Jamal Malik*
Edited by Saeed Zarrabi-Zadeh, University of Erfurt, Armina Omerika, Goethe University Frankfurt, Thomas K. Gugler, Goethe University Frankfurt, and Michael E. Asbury

This multidisciplinary volume seeks to document and analyze an astonishingly diverse array of Muslim voices, practices and institutions that demonstrate the dynamic interaction of Muslims with the epistemological shifts, political challenges and cultural transformations of the modern world.

READERSHIP: Academics, researchers, undergraduate and graduate students interested in dynamics of religion, Islam in the modern period, and global history.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. 400 pp., with 4 illus.)
ISBN 9789004512399
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004512535
E-Price € 165 / US$ 198

Islam, Christianity, and Secularism in Bulgaria and Eastern Europe
*The Last Half Century*
Edited by Simeon Evtstatiev, Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski, and Dale F. Eickelman, Dartmouth College

Bulgaria’s entangled Muslim and Orthodox Christian pasts still shape contemporary notions of identity, religion, and politics—in unexpected ways. This book freshly looks at how these vital traditions come up against one another and the challenges of the world today.

READERSHIP: Advanced undergraduate students, graduate students, scholars, and a general public interested in long-term religious and political developments in Bulgaria and Eastern Europe; and sociologists of religion.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 280 pp., with 4 figures)
ISBN 9789004511552
Price € 121 / US$ 146
E-ISBN 9789004511569
E-Price € 121 / US$ 146

Rethinking China, the Middle East and Asia in a ‘Multiplex World’
Edited by Mojtaba Mahdavi, University of Alberta, Canada, and Tugrul Keskin, Shanghai University, China

The contemporary Sino-MENA-Asia relations and the Belt and Road Initiative are in the making in an emerging ‘multiplex world’. This edited volume includes new researches in fifteen chapters, examining China’s complex relations with Iran, Turkey, Egypt, GCC, Pakistan, central and south Asia.

READERSHIP: This book serves as a significant scholarly endeavour; both as a resource for policy-makers and as an academic textbook for students and professors of Political Science, Sociology, History, Anthropology, International Studies.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 260 pp., with 4 figures and 7 tables)
ISBN 9789004391604
Price € 129 / US$ 155
E-ISBN 9789004510005
E-Price € 129 / US$ 155

Social, Economic and Political Studies of the Middle East and Asia, 130
The Oasis of Bukhara
Volume 2: An Archaeological, Sociological and Historical Study
Rocco Rante, Florian Schwarz and Luigi Tronca

An Archaeological, Sociological and Historical Study, revisits the history of the oasis of Bukhara, giving the reader, specialist and general reader a detailed description of the political and socio-economical features that characterized this Central Asian region from the end of the 1st millennium BCE to the end of the medieval era.

READERSHIP: Historians, archaeologists and sociologists, especially specialists in network-analysis.

Les périples de Kalila et Dimna: Itinéraires de fables dans les arts et la littérature du monde islamique
The Journeys of Kalila and Dimna: Itineraries of Fables in the Arts and Literature of the Islamic World
Eloïse Brac de la Perrière

This book marks a major contribution to the study of Arabic illustrated manuscripts of Kalīla wa-Dimna and its Persian and Ottoman versions. The studies gathered in this volume showcase a wide diversity of approaches crossing textual investigation, codicological and iconographic study, and laboratory analysis.

READERSHIP: All interested in Islamic art, arts of the book, Arab painting, literary manuscripts and Arabic literature.

Christian-Muslim Relations, A Bibliographical History
Volume 19. Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America (1800-1914)
Edited by David Thomas and John Chesworth with Jaco Beyers, Martha Frederiks, David D. Grafton, Arely Medina, Diego Melo, Douglas Pratt

Christian-Muslim Relations, a Bibliographical History 19 (CMR 19) is about Christian-Muslim relations in Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean in the period 1800-1914. It gives full analytical accounts of all known works between the faiths from this period.

READERSHIP: Specialists in the history of Christian-Muslim relations, Islamicists, historians of European colonial expansion, area specialists, textual specialists, missiologists, and theologians.
Encyclopaedia of Islam\textsuperscript{THREE} 2022-3

Edited by Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas and Everett Rowson

The Third Edition of Brill's Encyclopaedia of Islam appears in substantial segments each year, both online and in print. The new scope includes comprehensive coverage of Islam in the twentieth century and of Muslim minorities all over the world.

This Part 2022-3 of the Third Edition of Brill's Encyclopaedia of Islam will contain 53 new articles, reflecting the great diversity of current scholarship in the fields of Islamic Studies.
Aleppo through Poets’ Eyes, Volume 4: Indices of Places, Names, and Topics
Hasan Kujjah

Aleppo through Poets’ Eyes: Index Volume contains 8 indices: poets’ names – Arab personal names – non-Arab personal names – countries, cities and natural areas – places located within the city of Aleppo – rhyme – and a general thematic index.

READERSHIP: Scholars, students, intellectuals, and all readers interested in poetry and literature, and in the history and heritage of Aleppo as an ancient city at the heart of the old-world.

Aleppo in the Writings of Historians, Scholars, Visitors and Literati
Hasan Kujjah

Aleppo in the Writings of Historians, Scholars, Visitors and Literati reviews hundreds of impressions and testimonies, written by those who visited the city from around the globe covering a period of over 15 centuries. These writings offer a glimpse of the history of Aleppo. The volume lists hundreds of books about the city and contains numerous images.

READERSHIP: Scholars, students, intellectuals, and all readers interested in poetry and literature, and in the history and heritage of Aleppo as an ancient city at the heart of the old-world.

Magic in Malta: Selmel bin al-Sheikh Mansur and the Roman Inquisition, 1605
Alex Mallett, Waseda University, Dionysius A. Agius, University of Exeter and King Abdulaziz University, Catherine Rider, University of Exeter

Using a classic microhistorical approach, this book presents and translates a 1605 Inquisition trial from Malta, before providing in-depth studies of various related aspects in order to contextualise the events in both local and transregional arenas.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to students and scholars of Maltese and Mediterranean history, the history of magic, Christian-Muslim relations, as well as numerous other related subjects.

June 2022
Handback
ISBN 9789004504899
Price € 199 / US$ 239
E-ISBN 9789004504905
E-Price € 199 / US$ 239
Handbook of Oriental Studies. Section 1 The Near and Middle East, 164, 164.4

April 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004504912
Price € 199 / US$ 239
E-ISBN 9789004504929
E-Price € 199 / US$ 239
Handbook of Oriental Studies. Section 1 The Near and Middle East, 164, 164.5

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 220 pp., incl. 20 fc illus.)
ISBN 9789004498938
Price € 139 / US$ 167
E-ISBN 9789004498945
E-Price € 139 / US$ 167
Islamic History and Civilization, 185
Amulets and Talismans of the Middle East and North Africa in Context
*Transmission, Efficacy and Collections*
Edited by Marcia A. Garcia Probert, Petra M. Sijpsteijn

In the volume amulets and talismans produced by Muslims and non-Muslims in the Islamicate world, are studied within a broader system of meaning, focussing on the complex role these objects played in pre-modern societies.

READERSHIP: The volume will appeal to a specialized audience and is particularly aimed at those who want to understand the use of amulets and talismans within their specific environments.

June 2022
Paperback
ISBN 9789004471474
Price € 69 / US$ 83
E-ISBN 9789004471481
E-Price OPEN ACCESS

---

Embracing Muslims in a Catholic Land
*Rethinking the Genesis of Islam in Mexico*
Jonathan Benzion, Sorbonne Université

This work is an academic pursuit that aims to produce innovative scholarly general interest that explores, through a fresh perspective and from a historical approach and a multidisciplinary angle, an understudied subject of Colonial and Early Independent Mexico’s History: Islam.

READERSHIP: Academic institutions and national libraries, scholars, researchers, undergraduate and postgraduate students and general audiences interested in Iberian and Latin American Studies, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies.

February 2022
Hardback (xxvi, 261 pp.)
ISBN 9789004510302
Price € 154 / US$ 185
E-ISBN 9789004510319
E-Price € 154 / US$ 185

---

‘The House of the Priest’
*A Palestinian Life (1885-1954)*
Sarah Irving, Edge Hill University, Charbel Nassif, Centre de Documentation et de recherches arabes chrétiennes, Beirut, and Karène Sanchez Summerer, Leiden University

A unique, hitherto unpublished memoir from a leading Palestinian nationalist within the Orthodox Church, bearing witness to the Young Turk Revolution, WWI, and the fight for Palestine independence at the League of Nations.

READERSHIP: Those interested in the modern and contemporary history of the Middle East, religious studies, Orthodoxy, identity formation in the Middle East, contacts between Christianity, Islam, Judaism; diplomacy.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 200 pp.)
ISBN 9789004515390
Price € 79 / US$ 95
E-ISBN 9789004516885
E-Price OPEN ACCESS

---

Christians and Jews in Muslim Societies, 7
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Hardback (approx. 200 pp.)
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Price € 79 / US$ 95
E-ISBN 9789004516885
E-Price OPEN ACCESS

---
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June 2022
Hardback (approx. 200 pp.)
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Price € 79 / US$ 95
E-ISBN 9789004516885
E-Price OPEN ACCESS

---

Christians and Jews in Muslim Societies, 7
Making Sense of History
Narrativity and Literariness in the Ottoman Chronicle of Na‘īmā
Gül Şen, University of Bonn

In Making Sense of History: Narrativity and Literariness in the Ottoman Chronicle of Na‘īmā, Gül Şen offers the first comprehensive analysis of narrativity in the most prominent official Ottoman court chronicle.

READERSHIP: All interested in early modern historiography, the Ottoman Empire, chronicles, literature and narratology, and cultural history.

Writing Tamil Catholicism
Literature, Persuasion and Devotion in the Eighteenth Century
Margherita Trento

In Writing Tamil Catholicism, Margherita Trento identifies and explores the beginning of Catholic literature in Tamil, and its social and political workings in eighteenth-century South India.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in the history of Tamil literature, of early modernity in India and the Indian Ocean, as well as in the global history of Catholic missions.

Unlocking the Medinan Qur’an
Edited by Nicolai Sinai, University of Oxford

The Medinan layer of the Qur’an occupies a key position in the formative period of Islam yet poses substantial interpretive challenges. This volume exemplifies a rich array of scholarly approaches to the Medinan Qur’an’s distinctive textual, literary, and theological features.

READERSHIP: Researchers and post-graduate students in Islamic studies, colleagues from neighbouring disciplines (Late Antiquity, Biblical studies).
Sufi Women of South Asia

Veiled Friends of God

Tahera Aftab, University of Karachi, Pakistan (Emerita)

In *Sufi Women of South Asia. Veiled Friends of God*, the first biographical compendium of hundred and forty-one women, from the eleventh to the twentieth century, Tahera Aftab fills a serious gap in the existing scholarship regarding the historical presence of women in Islam and brings women to the centre of the expanding literature on Sufism. The book’s translated excerpts from the original Farsi and Urdu sources that were never put together create a much-needed English-language source base on Sufism and Muslim women. The book questions the spurious religious and cultural traditions that patronise gender inequalities in Muslim societies and convincingly proves that these pious women were exemplars of Islamic piety who as true spiritual masters avoided its public display.

READERSHIP: All interested in Sufi women’s lives, Islam in South Asia and Muslim women. It is extremely valuable for researchers, scholars, and students. An extremely useful addition for all academic libraries and research institutes.
Non-Marxian Historical Materialism: Reconstructions and Comparisons
Edited by Krzysztof Brzechczyn, Adam Mickiewicz University

The authors of this book reconstruct the philosophical, methodological and theoretical assumptions of non-Marxian historical materialism, a theory of historical process authored by Leszek Nowak (1943-2009), a co-founder of the Poznań School of Methodology. This book compares this theory with the concepts of Robert Michels, Vilfredo Pareto and Karl August Wittfogel.

READERSHIP: The volume will be of interest to graduate and undergraduate students, as well as specialists who deal with the philosophy of history and the philosophy and methodology of social sciences and political theory.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004507265
Price € 129 / US$ 155
E-ISBN 9789004507296
E-Price € 129 / US$ 155
Poznań Studies in the Philosophy of the Sciences and the Humanities, 120

New Developments in the Theory of the Historical Process
Polish Contributions to Non-Marxian Historical Materialism
Edited by Krzysztof Brzechczyn, Adam Mickiewicz University

The first part of this volume contains a selection of Leszek Nowak’s (1943-2009) papers on non-Marxian historical materialism, which are published in English for the first time. Its second part includes papers on the democratization of real socialism and the oligarchization of liberal democracy.

READERSHIP: The volume will be of interest to graduate and undergraduate students, as well as specialists who deal with the philosophy of history, the philosophy of social sciences and the political philosophy of liberalism.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004507272
Price € 159 / US$ 191
E-ISBN 9789004507289
E-Price € 159 / US$ 191
Poznań Studies in the Philosophy of the Sciences and the Humanities, 119

At the Sources of the Twentieth-Century Analytical Movement
Kazimierz Twardowski and His Position in European Philosophy
Edited by Anna Brożek, University of Warsaw, and Jacek Jadacki, University of Warsaw

The Lvov-Warsaw School was one of the most important currents in the 20th-century analytical movement. Kazimierz Twardowski, a student Franz Brentano and a professor of philosophy in Lvov, was the founder and at the same time an outstanding representative of the School.

READERSHIP: Institutes/faculties of philosophy in Europe and all over the world; libraries specializing in philosophy and its history, specialists and post-graduate students in analytical philosophy and its history; psychologists, logicians, and semioticians.

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004511927
Price € 129 / US$ 155
E-ISBN 9789004511934
E-Price € 129 / US$ 155
Poznań Studies in the Philosophy of the Sciences and the Humanities, 118
The contributors to Somaesthetics and Sport explore our embodied experiences of watching and playing sport, including sport’s beauty; the place of exercise in our sense of living a good life; and how we cope with pain and suffering.

Shusterman’s Somaesthetics is a wide-ranging collection of penetrating essays by twelve scholars examining in rich detail the many dimensions of philosopher Richard Shusterman’s pragmatism and somaesthetics, complemented by his own chapter of responses to these scholars.

Thirteen original essays explore the qualities and challenges of urban life (in Europe, Asia, and the Americas) from a variety of disciplinary perspectives that illustrate the aesthetic, cultural, and political roles of bodies in the city streets.

**READERSHIP:** Undergraduate and graduate students, and academics with interests in the philosophy of sport, sport science, and philosophical aesthetics, and Richard Shusterman’s project of somaesthetics.

**READERSHIP:** This volume will be of interest to undergraduates, graduate students, professors, working in American philosophy, aesthetics (including popular art), and embodiment.

**READERSHIP:** All scholars, students, critics, and artists interested in the study of city life and somatic approaches to philosophy, aesthetics, politics, gender studies, and the arts.

---

**April 2022**

**Hardback** (x, 260 pp.)

ISBN 9789004510647

Price € 117 / US$ 140

E-ISBN 9789004510654

E-Price € 117 / US$ 140

**Studies in Somaesthetics, 5**

---

**March 2022**

**Hardback**

ISBN 9789004468795

Price € 105 / US$ 126

PB-ISBN 9789004470545

PB-Price € 37 / US$ 45

E-ISBN 9789004468801

E-Price € 105 / US$ 126

**Studies in Somaesthetics, 2**

---

**April 2022**

**Paperback** (xii, 321 pp.)

ISBN 9789004451659

Price € 79 / US$ 96

E-ISBN 9789004411135

E-Price € 120 / US$ 144

**Studies in Somaesthetics, 4**
READERSHIP: The book is intended for a readership including those interested in ancient philosophy, theology, and literature.

Written between 386 and 390 during the excitement of his discovery of Neoplatonism, Augustine's correspondence with Nebridius bears witness, well before the Confessions, to the philosophical and spiritual questions that fascinated Augustine at the time of his conversion to philosophy and Christianity.

Concept Formation is the final part of the trilogy Forms of Representation in the Aristotelian Tradition. It investigates some of the most perplexing and provocative discussions on conceptual thinking in the Greek, Latin, and Arabic reception of Aristotle's psychology.

Dreaming is the second part of the trilogy Forms of Representation in the Aristotelian Tradition. It investigates some of the most fascinating and enduring discussions on dreams in the Greek, Latin, and Arabic reception of Aristotle's psychology.

READERSHIP: Scholars and advanced students with a particular interest in the history of philosophy, the history of science, and the reception of Aristotle's psychology.
Forms of Representation in the Aristotelian Tradition

*Volume One: Sense Perception*

Edited by Juhana Toivanen, University of Jyväskylä

_Sense Perception_ is the first part of the trilogy _Forms of Representation in the Aristotelian Tradition_. It investigates some of the most complex and intriguing aspects of theories of perception in the Greek, Latin, and Arabic reception of Aristotle’s psychology.

**READERSHIP:** Scholars and advanced students with a particular interest in the history of philosophy, the history of science, and the reception of Aristotle’s psychology.

April 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004506060
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004506077
E-Price OPEN ACCESS
_Philosophia Antiqua_, 161

Evil Women

*Representations within Literature, Culture and Film*

Robyn Muir, University of Nottingham, Beatrice Frasl, University of Vienna, Christie Lauder, Louisiana State University, Elizabeth Schreiber-Byers, University of North Carolina

Often side-lined or simplified, evil women challenge societal norms of womanhood. This volume explores how evil women have been constructed, punished, and erased within literature, culture, and film and how this contributes to our understanding of womanhood.

**READERSHIP:** For anyone interested in the politics of gender representation in culture, history of literature and gender and cultural phenomena.

March 2022
Paperback
ISBN 9789004499492
Price € 75 / US$ 90
E-ISBN 9789004499508
E-Price € 75 / US$ 90
_A at the Interface / Probing the Boundaries_, 137

Das Maß des Menschen

*Platon’s Antwort an Protagoras im ‘Theaitetos’ und im ‘Protagoras’*

Edwin J. de Sterke, fhnw

Protagoras claims to be able to educate the young. Why not? If «Man is Measure of Everything», anybody can make everybody ‘better’... To Plato, this doesn’t add up. What’s lacking? What is the measure of Man, if Man be measure?

**READERSHIP:** Students and specialists in Ancient Philosophy and the history of pedagogical and political thought. Due to the fundamental questions it poses, the book is also relevant for modern discussions in these fields.

March 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004471085
Price € 275 / US$ 330
E-ISBN 9789004471092
E-Price € 275 / US$ 330
_Brill’s Plato Studies Series_, 7
During the nineteenth century, the history of philosophy established itself in France as a central discipline within the academic institutions. This process, which rested on the intellectual and political influence of Victor Cousin (1792-1867), coincided with the development of an interpretative scheme that gave the Renaissance as philosophical epoch a controversial status characterized by conceptual inferiority. This volume sheds light on the ideological implications of the debates on the Renaissance in nineteenth-century France. It offers a comprehensive approach to the scholarly reconstructions and polemical uses of the Renaissance by developing a political and transnational rereading of the nineteenth-century French practices of the history of philosophy.

READERSHIP: The book is addressed, on the one hand, to specialists in Renaissance thought and its modern reception and, on the other hand, to historians of nineteenth-century French philosophy and historiography.
The Relational Horse
*How Frameworks of Communication, Care, Politics and Power Reveal and Conceal Equine Selves*
Edited by Gala Argent and Jeannette Vaught

*The Relational Horse* explores the possibilities of including the horse’s perspective into the study of human-horse relationships. Case studies from across a range of time periods, activities, and disciplines provide fresh ways to understand horses, themselves, in relationships with humans.

READERSHIP: The *The Relational Horse*’s introductory yet theoretically grounded approach will appeal to researchers and students of human-animal and critical animal studies, equine behavior and ethology.

June 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004510357
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004514935
E-Price € 129 / US$ 143
*Human-Animal Studies, 24*

Maimonides Review of Philosophy and Religion
*Volume 1, 2022*
Edited by Giuseppe Veltri, Hamburg University, and Ze’ev Strauss, Maimonides Centre for Advanced Studies

*The Maimonides Review of Philosophy and Religion* is an annual collection of double-blind peer-reviewed articles, which seeks to provide a broad international arena for an intellectual exchange of ideas between the disciplines of philosophy, theology, religion, cultural history, and literature and to showcase their multifarious junctures within the framework of Jewish studies.

READERSHIP: Researchers from the fields of Jewish studies, Religious studies, Jewish thought and philosophy, Christian and Islamic theology, and history.

April 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004506619
Price € 100 / US$ 121
E-ISBN 9789004506626
E-Price OPEN ACCESS
*Maimonides Review of Philosophy and Religion*

Life after God
*An Encounter with Postmodernism*
Mark Bevir,
University of California, Berkeley

In this volume, Mark Bevir argues that postfoundationalism is compatible with humanism and historicism. He engages leading postmodernists such as Derrida and Foucault, exploring the role of human agency and historical context in philosophy, social science, and ethics.

READERSHIP: Specialists and postgraduate students in philosophy, political theory, social theory, literary theory, and intellectual history.

May 2022
Hardback (xii, 262 pp.)
ISBN 9789004513549
Price € 109 / US$ 131
E-ISBN 9789004513556
E-Price € 109 / US$ 131
*Studies in Moral Philosophy, 16*
Plotinus on Beauty

*Beauty as Illuminated Unity in Multiplicity*

**Ota Gál**, Charles University (Prague)

The open access publication of this book has been published with the support of the Swiss National Science Foundation. In this book, Ota Gál presents a new analysis of Plotinus’ conception of beauty, beginning from a close reading of treatises I.6 and V.8, which link beauty with the unified multiplicity of Intellect. This account is subsequently placed in a hierarchical and structural context in VI.2 and VI.6 and connected to illumination in VI.7, enabling us to determine the meaning of the predicate “beauty” at different ontological levels. For Plotinus, beauty is ultimately the illuminated unity in multiplicity of Intellect, which, as the manifestation of the Good, simultaneously enables the soul’s ascent and threatens to bind the soul to itself.

**READERSHIP:** Anyone interested in Greek philosophy and aesthetics, in the history of the concept of beauty and, above all, in Plotinus.

---

Language, Culture and Cognition from Descartes to Lewes

**Timo Kaitaro**, University of Helsinki

The monograph tells a different story on the history of modern philosophy: the narrative is no longer centred on the question whether knowledge results from experience or reason, but whether experience and reason are in fact possible without language.

**READERSHIP:** Specialists and students of the history of philosophy and psychology. Cognitive scientists, psychologists and students of these subjects.

---

May 2022
Hardback
ISBN 9789004510197
Price € 80 / US$ 96
E-ISBN 9789004510203
E-Price OPEN ACCESS

*Studies in Platonism, Neoplatonism, and the Platonic Tradition, 29*

February 2022
Hardback (xii, 326 pp.)
ISBN 9789004507234
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 9789004507241
E-Price € 149 / US$ 179

*Value Inquiry Book Series / Cognitive Science, 375*
**Buddhism in Central Asia II**
*Practice and Rituals, Visual and Material Transfer*
Edited by Yukiyasu Kasai, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, and Henrik H. Sørensen, Ruhr-Universität Bochum

READERSHIP: The current collection of articles is of relevance to researchers and students of Central Asian Buddhism broadly conceived, including art history and ritual practices.

May 2022
Hardback (x, 246 pp.)
ISBN 9789004507937
Price € 199 / US$ 239
E-ISBN 9789004508446
E-Price OPEN ACCESS

**First-Century Christians in Twenty-First Century Africa**
*Between Law and Grace in Gabon and Madagascar*
Nathan P. Devir, University of Utah

READERSHIP: This work should be relevant for undergraduate/graduate students, specialists in the professoriate, and those who frequent research libraries, seminaries, policy centers, and think tanks.

March 2022
Hardback (xii, 216 pp.)
ISBN 9789004511699
Price € 99 / US$ 119
E-ISBN 9789004511682
E-Price € 99 / US$ 119

**Taking ‘Religion’ Seriously**
*Essays on the Discursive Study of Religion*
Teemu Taira, University of Helsinki

READERSHIP: The academic market, especially those scholars of religion who are interested in method and theory; the upper end of the undergraduate and postgraduate market.

March 2022
Hardback (xii, 216 pp.)
ISBN 9789004511699
Price € 99 / US$ 119
E-ISBN 9789004511682
E-Price € 99 / US$ 119

**Dynamics in the History of Religions, 12**

**Buddhism in Central Asia II—Practice and Rituals, Visual and Materials Transfer**
deals with the dynamics of cultural encounter and religious transfer among both trans-regional (Chinese, Indian, Tibetan) and local (Khotanese, Uyghur, Tangut) Buddhist traditions.

Drawing on examples from judicial processes, media discourses, and scholarly debates related to Wiccans, Druids, and Jedi knights, among others, this book examines how social actors negotiate what counts as “religion” and argues for the relevance of the discursive study of religion.

The first-ever comparative ethnographic study of its kind, this monograph analyzes the syncretistic phenomenon of Messianic Judaism in Gabon and Madagascar, focusing on the motivations, geneses, settings, and contexts of one of global Christianity’s most overlooked iterations.

READERSHIP: The current collection of articles is of relevance to researchers and students of Central Asian Buddhism broadly conceived, including art history and ritual practices.

**Studies of Religion in Africa, 50**

**Supplements to Method & Theory in the Study of Religion, 18**

**First-Century Christians in Twenty-First Century Africa**
*Between Law and Grace in Gabon and Madagascar*
Nathan P. Devir, University of Utah

**Taking ‘Religion’ Seriously**
*Essays on the Discursive Study of Religion*
Teemu Taira, University of Helsinki

**Dynamics in the History of Religions, 12**
Lesser Heard Voices in Studies of Religion

Edited by Ralph W. Hood, Jr., University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, and Sariya Cheruvallil-Contractor, Coventry University

The present volume brings together scholars from all over the world in an open section and three special sections that explore how lesser-heard and unheard voices may be studied. Special section 1, Religion in Higher Education interrogates lived experiences of religion in higher education contexts and how certain voices are marginalised and minoritised. Special section 2, Cultural Blindness in Psychology, explores how culture as a lived experience, especially in its religious dimension, is rendered invisible in psychological science. Finally, special section 3 entitled Religious Authority in Practice in Contemporary Evangelical, Charismatic, and Pentecostal Christianity outlines “evangelicalism” and introduces “authority” as a sociological concept from various theoretical perspectives.

READERSHIP: Psychology of religion, indigenous psychology, cultural psychology, cross-cultural psychology, critical theory, sociology, anthropology sociology of religion, anthropology of religion, religious studies. Suitable for clinicians, researchers and graduate and post-graduate studies.
The Production of Subjectivity
Marx and Philosophy

Jason Read, University of Southern Maine

This book examines why Marxist philosophy will continue to be a central point of reference well beyond postmodernism and the Anthropocene.

READERSHIP: Graduate and advanced undergraduate students in philosophy, literary theory, and contemporary politics, as well researchers interested in continental philosophy, neoliberalism, and the Anthropocene.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 414 pp.)
ISBN 9789004515260
Price € 155 / US$ 186
E-ISBN 9789004515277
E-Price € 155 / US$ 186
Historical Materialism Book Series, 256

The Schema of the Theory of Reification

Wataru Hiromatsu

Placing the concept of reification at the centre of Marx's thought, Hiromatsu demonstrates across a number of areas — history, the understanding of society, and the understanding of philosophy — the philosophical and practical change in worldview which this concept brings about.

READERSHIP: All academic libraries, specialists in Marxism, specialists in philosophy, specialists in the social sciences.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 258 pp.)
ISBN 9789004335103
Price € 125 / US$ 151
E-ISBN 9789004515345
E-Price € 125 / US$ 151
Historical Materialism Book Series, 255

Deconstructing Postmodernist Nietzscheanism

Deleuze and Foucault

Jan Rehmann, Union Theological Seminary, and the Free University of Berlin
Translated by Kolja Swingle and Larry Swingle

Rehmann’s book investigates how Deleuze and Foucault read Nietzsche and apply a hermeneutics of innocence to his philosophy that erases its elitist, anti-democratic, and anti-socialist dimensions. This also affects their own theory and impairs postmodernism’s claim to develop a radical critique.

READERSHIP: All those interested in intellectual history, continental philosophy, critical theory, and postmodernism.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 330 pp.)
ISBN 9789004515123
Price € 205 / US$ 246
E-ISBN 9789004515161
E-Price € 205 / US$ 246
Historical Materialism Book Series, 254
The Moderate Bolshevik
*Mikhail Tomsky from The Factory to The Kremlin, 1880-1936*

**Charters Wynn,**
University of Texas at Austin

This first English-language biography of Mikhail Tomsky illuminates how the sole worker in the top echelon of the Bolshevik Party, and the leader of the huge trade-union bureaucracy, helped shape Soviet domestic and foreign policy along generally moderate lines throughout the 1920s.

**READERSHIP:** The readership will be university libraries with Russian history and biography collections and faculty and graduate students in the United States and Russia doing research or coursework on Soviet history.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 438 pp., with 33 illus.)
ISBN 9789004514966
Price € 160 / US$ 192
E-ISBN 9789004514973
E-Price € 160 / US$ 192

*Historical Materialism Book Series, 253*

Usable Pasts: Social Practice and State Formation in American Art

**Larne Abse Gogarty,**
University College London

*Usable Pasts* unpicks the mythic and material afterlives of the New Deal in American cultural politics in order to write a new history of social practice art in the United States.

**READERSHIP:** Students and scholars of contemporary art, social practice, radical aesthetics and histories of culture during the Depression, as well as artists, art students, curators and critics.

March 2022
Hardback (approx. 248 pp., with 35 illus.)
ISBN 9789004297142
Price € 130 / US$ 157
E-ISBN 9789004471559
E-Price € 130 / US$ 157

*Historical Materialism Book Series, 239*

Popular Biopolitics and Populism at Europe’s Eastern Margins

**Andrey Makarychev,**
Johan Skytte Institute of Political Studies

This book innovatively explains the phenomenon of populism from a biopolitical perspective and introduces the concept of popular biopolitics tested on three case studies: Estonia, Ukraine and Russia.

**READERSHIP:** This book would be of immediate interest to university scholars, specialists in political studies, students in political science and international relations, and policy practitioners.

March 2022
Hardback (xii, 208 pp.)
ISBN 9789004507791
Price € 95 / US$ 114
E-ISBN 9789004513792
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114

*Global Populisms, 2*
Maritime Spaces and Society
Edited by Agnieszka Kołodziej-Durnaś, Frank Sowa, and Marie C. Grasmeier

Maritime spaces are socially constructed by humans and refer to seas and islands, coasts, port cities and villages, as well as ships and other human-made marine structures. Social interaction with marine environments and living beings, e.g. in a symbolic, cultural or economic manner, has led to the emergence of spatial structures which affect the knowledge, beliefs, meanings and obstinately patterns. Those structures shape mutual expectations of human beings and form the perception, imagination, or memory of inhabitants of maritime spaces.

READERSHIP: Social scientists and researchers, academic institutes and libraries, institutions and NGOs dealing with sustainable development, sociology and other social disciplines as social and cultural anthropology, (occupational) psychology, urban studies, human geography, and environmental studies.

June 2022
Hardback (approx. 300 pp.)
ISBN 9789004503403
Price € 140 / US$ 168
E-ISBN 9789004503410
E-Price € 140 / US$ 168
International Studies in Maritime Sociology, 1

Cofradías Afrohispánicas
Celebración, resistencia furtiva y transformación cultural
Manuel Apodaca Valdez, University of Southern Indiana

In Cofradías Afrohispánicas Afro-Hispanic Confraternities, Manuel Apodaca Valdez offers an account of forty-two confraternities of African descendants of the colonial period, along with six contemporary confraternities still alive in four geographical regions: Spain, Perú, México, and the Dominican Republic. This historical and comparative trans-Atlantic study analyzes data gathered from archives and field work research. The work shows evidence of the social, political, cultural, and spiritual conditions of the peoples of African descent integrated in confraternities during the colonial time. Their legacy traced a path historically marked by hybridism and transformation laying the foundation for contemporary Afro-confraternities, a phenomenon interpreted by the author as furtive resistance and celebration of cultural identity.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. 352 pp., with 20 ilus. and 5 tables)
ISBN 9789004498341
Price € 135 / US$ 163
E-ISBN 9789004498358
E-Price € 135 / US$ 163
Critical Latin America, 1
Unravelling the Social Formation

*Free Trade, the State and Business Associations in Turkey*

Akif Avci,
Osmaniye Korkut Ata University

Through the critique of progressive neoliberalism and postmodern post-politics, *Bernie Bros Gone Woke* reveals how intersectional politics contributed to the failure of the 2020 Sanders campaign.

READERSHIP: All interested in the political economy of Turkey and the broader Global South, and anyone concerned with the state theory and the changing dynamics of free trade.

In *Unravelling the Social Formation: Free Trade, the State and Business Associations in Turkey*, Akif Avci examines the role of business associations and the state in Turkey in analyzing the dialectical relationship between global free trade and Turkish social formation since 2002.

Bernie Bros Gone Woke

*Class, Identity, Neoliberalism*

Marc James Léger,
Independent Scholar

In *Lost-Time Injury Rates: A Marxist Critique of Workers’ Compensation Systems* Rodrigo Finkelstein examines the information-intensive operations of recording and processing workplace-related accidents, diseases and fatalities carried out by Workers’ Compensation Systems to exchange and distribute lost labour power in capitalist societies.

READERSHIP: The book is of interest to scholars and activists who are interested in knowing how issues of class and identity inform the American electoral system and neoliberal ideology more generally.

READERSHIP: This book will appeal to social scientists and professional groups, such as health activists, safety practitioners and labour unions, who seek an alternative and critical perspective on Workers’ Compensation Systems.

Lost-Time Injury Rates: A Marxist Critique of Workers’ Compensation Systems

Rodrigo Finkelstein,
Simon Fraser University

April 2022

Hardback (approx. 262 pp.; incl. 3 tables & 2 figs.)

ISBN 9789004507111

Price €135 / US$163

E-ISBN 9789004509689

E-Price €135 / US$163

*Studies in Critical Social Sciences / New Scholarship in Political Economy, 216/17*
The Art of the Creative Commons

Openness, Networked Value and Peer Production in the Sound Industry

Milosz Miszczynski, Kozminski University

The book presents a multifaceted analysis of the social security system in the Balkan states and offers a comprehensive overview and recommendations on social problems in the region.

READERSHIP: Scholars and students of digital labour and creative work representing a broad range of disciplines, such as critical management studies, sociology and anthropology.

April 2022
Hardback (approx. xii, 215 pp.)
ISBN 9789004504233
Price € 124 / US$ 150
E-ISBN 9789004504240
E-Price € 124 / US$ 150

Studies in Critical Social Sciences / New Scholarship in Political Economy, 214/16

Social Security in the Balkans – Volume 3

An Overview of Social Policy in Serbia and Kosovo

Edited by Marzena Żakowska, War Studies University

This book offers an assessment of Dependency Theory and discusses its relevance and renewal in light of the current political reality of Latin America.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in social security in the Balkan states, in particular students, researchers, and specialists in International Relations, Political and Security Studies.

May 2022
Hardback (approx. xxxix, 239 pp.)
ISBN 9789004499980
Price € 154 / US$ 185
E-ISBN 9789004500068
E-Price € 154 / US$ 185

Studies in Critical Social Sciences, 210

Dependency Theory After Fifty Years

The Continuing Relevance of Latin American Critical Thought

Claudio Katz, University of Buenos Aires
Translated by Stanley Malinowitz

READERSHIP: All interested in the contemporary economic and political reality of Latin America and anyone concerned with theoretical debates on the underdevelopment of the peripheral countries.

March 2022
Hardback (approx. xx, 258 pp.)
ISBN 9789004471733
Price € 134 / US$ 161
E-ISBN 9789004472693
E-Price € 134 / US$ 161

Studies in Critical Social Sciences, 207
Becoming Citizens in China
State and Individual in Inner City Renewal and Urban Social Movement
Shi Yunqing, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

In *Becoming Citizens in China* Shi Yunqing describes the two interlinked histories that have made China’s urban and economic miracle: the unfolding of inner city renewal and the production of citizen.

Wounds of Our Past
Remembering Captivity, Enslavement and Resistance in African Oral Narratives
Emmanuel Saboro, University of Cape Coast

While the trans-Atlantic slave trade ended in the nineteenth century, slave raiding and dealing and the extensive use of slave labor continued into the twentieth century in many parts of Africa. The aim of this book is to shift emphasis from conventional historical methodology by exploring previously neglected oral sources.


Young People in Complex and Unequal Societies
Doing Youth Studies in Spain and Latin America
Edited by Jorge Benedicto, Maritza Urteaga, and Dolores Rocca

This book offers a sample of the wide and varied research in youth studies in the Ibero-American context. The different contributions gathered in this volume show how young Latin Americans and Spaniards develop their lives in societies characterized by complexity and inequalities.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to researchers, students and experts in youth studies who want to learn about the research in this field in Latin America and Spain.
Scottish Missions to China

*Commemorating the Legacy of James Legge (1815-1897)*

**Alexander Chow**, University of Edinburgh

This volume explores Scottish missions to China, focusing on the missionary-scholar and Protestant sinologist par excellence James Legge (1815–1897), to demonstrate how the Chinese context and Chinese persons “converted” Scottish missionaries in their understandings of China and the world.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in James Legge, mission history, Christianity in China, sinology, and Scottish-Chinese relations.

May 2022
Paperback
ISBN 9789004509634
Price € 55 / US$ 64
E-ISBN 9789004461789
E-Price € 105 / US$ 122
*Theology and Mission in World Christianity, 23*

Towards a Truly Catholic and a Truly Asian Church

**Jukka Helle**, Independent Scholar

This book examines how the Asian Catholic bishops have received and put into practice the reforms initiated by the Second Vatican Council. With a good reason the Federation of Asian Bishops’ Conference can be described as Asia’s continuing Vatican II.

**READERSHIP:** Students of theology, religions and cultures in graduate and post-graduate level. Pastors/priests/members of religious orders, others interested readers. Asian (Catholic) theology, inculcation, religious dialogue

May 2022
Paperback
ISBN 9789004509641
Price € 59 / US$ 69
E-ISBN 9789004509658
E-Price € 127 / US$ 147
*Theology and Mission in World Christianity, 22*
Economy and Modern Christian Thought

Devin Singh, Dartmouth College

This study examines the relationship between Christian thought and economy and raises philosophical, theological, and ethical issues that result from the engagement, and points the way to emerging research at this nexus.

READERSHIP: Advanced undergraduates, post-graduates, and scholars of religion and economics or religion and society more broadly. Relevant subjects include theology, ethics, philosophy of religion, and political theology.

May 2022
Paperback
ISBN 9789004516137
Price € 70 / US$ 84
E-ISBN 9789004517387
E-Price € 70 / US$ 84
Brill Research Perspectives in Humanities and Social Sciences / Brill Research Perspectives in Theology

Lived Experiences and Social Transformations

Poetics, Politics and Power Relations in Practical Theology

Cl Wren Radford, University of Manchester

This book argues for the productive and problematic nature of sharing lived experiences as a political and theological practice, drawing on a case study with anti-poverty activists in the UK to argue for a critical, creative, and collaborative approach to engaging with marginalised experiences in practical theology.

READERSHIP: Academics and postgraduate students in practical theology, theological ethics, and theologians engaged in social and political issues. It may also be of interest to faith-based practitioners involved in activism and social justice.

May 2022
Paperback
ISBN 9789004509986
Price € 55 / US$ 66
E-ISBN 9789004513181
E-Price € 105 / US$ 126
Theology in Practice, 11

The Shape of Anglican Theology

Faith Seeking Wisdom

Scott MacDougall, Church Divinity School of the Pacific, Berkeley

This book reveals the distinctiveness of Anglican theology, describing its boundaries and naming its particular characteristics, finally concluding that Anglican theology is a wisdom theology that seeks to build the capacity for faithful Christian discernment in belief and practice.

READERSHIP: All interested in the character of Anglican theology, its historical development, current profile, and future trajectories, and anyone interested in theological method and practice.

May 2022
Paperback
ISBN 9789004517851
Price € 70 / US$ 84
E-ISBN 9789004517929
E-Price € 70 / US$ 84
Brill Research Perspectives in Humanities and Social Sciences / Brill Research Perspectives in Theology
The Spirit as Gift in Acts

_The Spirit’s Empowerment of the Early Jesus Community_

**John D. Griffiths**,
Alphacrucis College

The Holy Spirit, being given as a gift in the opening chapters of Acts, initiates and sustains the early Jesus community, empowering their teaching, unity, meals, sharing of possessions and worship.


---

Thinking Theologically about the Divine Ideas

_Reexamining the Summa of Thomas Aquinas_

**Benjamin R. DeSpain**, Australian Catholic University

_Thinking Theologically_ contains new insights into the place of the divine ideas in the pedagogical design of Aquinas’s _Summa Theologiae_. It subsequently challenges the false dichotomy between philosophy and theology in the interpretation of Aquinas’s engagement with the doctrine.

READERSHIP: All readers working in the areas of Catholic, philosophical, moral, and historical theology. Specialists working on Aquinas, Medieval theology, divine ideas, and Platonism.

---

Unorganized Religion: Pentecostalism and Secularization in Denmark, 1907-1924

**Nikolaj Christensen**, Independent Scholar

The Pentecostal movement has turned the world of religion upside down in the last century but had only sporadic impact on Europe, the traditional centre of Christendom. This book uses Denmark as its case study to work out why.

READERSHIP: Scholars of early Pentecostalism; scholars and practitioners of Nordic Pentecostal and Charismatic movements; libraries/specialists focusing on Scandinavian church history, modern Scandinavian history.
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